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TOP BANDS — The eight fin4lists in Saturday night's Festival of Champions marching band
contest at Murray State University were Murray High School, named state championship
band, Hopkinsville, Christian Co , Campbell County, lone Oak, Greenville, Normandy
High School, and Reidland.
Stall Photo by DAVIll Hill
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STATE CHAMPIONS — The Murray High School Band took the Kentucky State Championship at the Murray
State University Festival of Champions Saturday night. David Wells, MSU Marching Band director, at left, presents
the trophies to Joe Sills, Murray band director, Pat Baggett and Tammy Parker, field commanders, and fames
light and frank Schwab, assistant directors.
_
(Staff Photo By David Hill)
15 Per Copy Two Sections - 20 Pages
Murray High Band
Is State Champion
The Murray Iiigh School Marching
Band was crowned the Kentucky State
Champions fellowing their winning
performance at the "Festival of
Champions" at Murray State
University Saturday.
The Murray High band was awarded
the Governor's Cup signifying the state
championship and a Grand Champion
trophy in ceremonies at the festival
Saturday night.
"It is_a great accomplishment for-our
students to . finish their marching
season as &If did Saturday night,"
band director Joe Sills said. "Each of
them has proven that teamwork and
group effort can bring about wor-
thwhile results. They, have dedicated
themselves toward the goal of Ken-
tucky State champions and have suc-
ceeded."
Thebands in the contest performed in
a competition show of marching and
playing and were judged by a seven
man adjudication bqard on their music,
general eiriev,- marching' and -
Fnanuevering abilities. ,
"These bands are in this contest
because of their contest reputation over
the past_ years," David Wells, director
_ of the marching band at MSU said. '•
The Hopkinsville High School' Band,
under the direction of Jim Stuppy, was
crowned reserved grandchampion and
received the inspection trophy.
The Lone Oak band, under the
direction of Gary Crisp; was the run-
nerup in the large band competition.
Winner in the small class competition
was Greenville High School under the
direction, of Richard Weiner. Reidland,
directed by Bill Bradford, was the
runnerup in the small band class.
The eight finalists for the Grand
Championship trophy in the _order of
their finish . were: Murray High,'
Hopkinsville, Christian County,
Campbell County. Lone Oak, Green-
vine, Normandy High School of St.
Louis and Reidland. Other bands
participating in the contest were
Muhlenberg County, Heath, Calloway
County ; Apollo,and Lyon County.
"We have had a lot of help in our
efforts," MS director Sills said in
speaking of the win Saturday. •Sperial
thanks should go to Buddy Light for his
work with the flag and rifle..,corps and
Frank-Schwab for his assistance on the
field and in maintenance of all our
equipment." •
"Both of these men have spent ma
many hours of their own time in helpi r4;
to get the color guard and hand
prepared," Sills pointed out.
"Our parents and boosters support
has also been a great 'contributir4•
factor in our success," Sills added
"And behind all this is a very sup-
portive-. administration and
board to whom the band program is
deeply indebted."
Halloween Keeps Candidates Wind Up Their
Rescue Squad Busy Campaigns Today In Michigan
A number of fires over the weekend
kept the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Unit busy as Halloween pranksters
were out in full force both Saturday and
Sunday night.
13n Saturday, at 3:30 p.m., 10 units
went to a dwelling fire at a weekend
cabin -owned by Gus Barclay near
Egner's Ferry on Kentucky Lake. The
block structure was severely damaged.
with the damaged contained to one
room. Smoke damage was heavy on the
rest of the structure, with no damageto
the roof of the uildi-ng.
Series Begins,
Today's Issue
A ten-part series entitled "Four •
Keys To A Healthy Heart" begins
today on the Opinion Page i page 4 )
of the Murray Ledger & Times.
The series is scaled to fit the
health problems of the average.
citizen and , will offer many
suggestions toward preventing heart
disease. • to
Readers are encouraged to follow
the series to its conclusion.
-
Other calls Saturday included:
—6:45 p.m., a tire fire on Highway 641
North at Dexter;
—6:55 p.m., a tire and hay fire on
Highway 464 between Penny Road and
Kirksey;
—7:40 tire fire two miles east
of the county line on Highway 94 West;
—9:40 p.m., a bridge fire 'at the
• • Rattling Bridge," on the Old Concord
Road;
—10 p.m., a tire fire at Kirksey on
Highway 299:
—10 p.m., a bridge fire on Swift Road,
two miles north of Kirksey.
The fires continued into Halloween
Day and Night, as the Rescue Squad •
continued to be called to all parts of the
county. These included:
—12:35 a.m., a tire fire two miles east
of Hazel;
—1:30 'a.m., a car fire in Kirksey..
Calloway County Sheriff's officials said
charges will be brought against the two
owners of the vehicle;
—1:35 a.m., a dwelling fire iripexter,
involving an abandoned structure;
surrounding structures were protected,
' er unknowi‘ - * .
--"7:16 p.m., a tire fire on Highway
732, four miles from 94 East;
—7:20 p.m., a tire fire on Highway ektr"
North at Dexter.;
—9 p.m., a_chair on fire on Highway'
121 South-at the railroad tracks;
—9:40 p.m*, a tire fire on Highwa) 641'
North at Dexter;
—10:10 p.m., a grass fire at Lassiter
Cemetery near Crossland;
—10:15 p.m., a bridge fire nearL:ufl
Grove.
Murray City Police said several
persons were cited for throwing
but nothing' mire serious was reported
Calloway County authorities said fle
person was cited for D.W.I. over t,
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By DONALD M. ROTHBERG-
AP,Political Writer •
Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter wind
up their campaigns tonight barely 100
miles apart- in the 4President'shome
state of Michigan. Arai& the poll takers
and pundits are right, the caeidates
are reaching Election Day in a viqual
dead heat. .
Too close to call is the forecast '
coining from most quarters in the hours
before'Americans go to the polls in the,_:
nation's Bicentennial - presidential
election.
,In his final :day_ of campaigning for
the office he now holtis through ap-
pointment, the Republican President
was in Ohio and planned to go on to
Mietigan --for a closing rally in his
hometown of Grand Rapids.
.. His Democratic challenger' cam-
paigned in California and then planned
to wind up his two-year, quest f dr the
presidency with a rally in Flint, Mich.„
before flying to his Georgia home.
The . Michigan stop was inserted in'
Carter's schedule at the last minute, an
indication the candidate bel. ves he
still has a chance  lo carry For 'sTtiome
stattrile1ttitts2lipkt.t4a1 votes- '
Of uncertain impact was an incident
SunBay at the Maths, Ga:, • 13aPtist
Church. The church canceled serVices
after a black minister from Albatt%.,
Ga., who had applied for membership
in' the church-, attempted to join the
worshipers.,
, Carter, a member of the churih's
board of deacons and a regular teacher
at its Siinday school, learned of the
incident while campaigning in Texas
and said he believed -anyone who lives
in our community who wants to be a
Member of our, church, regardless of
race, ought to be admitted." Carter
later said he would "seek action" to
provide 'that guarantee to those "who
share our religious faith."
-The Rev. 13-ruCtr Edwards, pastor of
the Plains church, said -he believed the
effort of the Rev. Clennon King to loin
the church was politically motivated.
The,Rev. Mr. King had once announted
his intention to seek the 1972
Republican presidential nomination
and the 1970 Republican gubernatorial
nomination in Georgia.
William I. Greener Jr., spokesman
for the President Foi- Committee, said
Sunny, Warmer
‘• Sunny -and a tat warmer today, high
in the middle 50s. Clear and cold again
tonight, low_ in the mid -30s. Warmer
Tuesday with high in the upper 50s.
Wednesday sunny and Mild.
Obviously, we were not inyrived and
have no further comnient."
Both Ford arid Carter have pui -




Three persons were injured in a to -
car accident Saturday at noon on South
12th Street according to Nitirrii ('its
Mice. ,
Cars driven by Lynn Birdv;e11, Route
Two, and Alice Turle, of Bardweli. wer e
invrived in the-accident, according n:
'
Biettwejl was tteatectsitnd released nt
the Murha)L-Calloway Count) Hospital
Saturday, and ji passenger .In the
Birdwell car, Linda, Fuhrmerster.
Flat River, Mo., was 'released Sunda
after being admitted for treal.pient
injuries,' according to hi/ski tal
- authorities. Alice Turk receiVed
-.4sjuries,but was not treatO.
--Pniice said the 13irdWell ear ,y‘
going south on 12th Street and the Turk
car ' We's pullinj out *of the Bel Air
Shopping Center when the accident
occurred.
•
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Elected as officers and directors of the Friends of the Calloway County Public Library
at the meeting held O'ctober 26 were, left to right, standing„ Johnny Bohannon,
treasurer. Dr. Jim Byrn, vice-president, Dr. Stan Hendrickson, president, Joanna Sykes,
director, la( k Benton, director, seated, Lucille Potts, director, and Jan Hough, secretary.
Members voted to join the State Friends of Kentucky Libraries, to change the annual
meeting date to October with the membership drive held directly following the
meeting, and to send a delegate to the Staty Convention of Friends. They also ex-
pressed interest in assisting with an Oral History project with the emphasis put on past
and present historical research of Calloway County communities.
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2,1T/6
look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grA
You now have the inside track
in a number. of ways — if you
will just recognize opportunities
when available and handle
them in your usual clever
manner_
TAURUS
Apr. 21. to May 211
Recall an old tack or
maneuver that could inspire,
invigorate this day. Not
everything new is THE thing,
you know.
GEMINI
(May M to June 211
Mercury influences
auspicious. Put your mind and
keen powers of observation to
work, but DON'T make im-
pulsive decisions. A good day
for accomplishment.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23 48/0
In an effort to bridge certain
gaps and ease potential
stresses, you may find your
patience strained almost to the
limit, but it will be worthwhile
in the Tong. •
LEO
i July 24 to Aug. 23
Some persons may try to
enlist your help in putting over a
dubious Scheme. The Leoite is
usually above such tactics, but
be careful not to fall into a trap
now. Some deceptive in-
fluences.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23 10%
As with Leo, suggestions and
situations could be deceptive
now and it may be difficult to
make sensible decisions, so
stick with routine. Postpone
unnecessary action.
LIBRA





which could upset associates.
42
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rn/eV
Friends will make demands
on your time, energy and cash.
Be wary. One who is especially
aggressive may pose a real
problem. Counteract with tact,
poise.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
An unexpected encounter
with the "right" person
brightens your prospects for
attaining an almost "im-
possible" goal.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Your judgment may be
clouded by emotionalism.
Postpone making important
decisions for 48 hours.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Certain events can act as
guideposts for the future. -Keep
attuned to new trends and dontt
miss a trick. °
PISCES
'Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i XC'
You will do yourself a- big
favor if you do not overtax
yourself, and your "sixth
sense" should tell you whether
you ARE overdoing things or
not. Curb .spending.
YOU- BORN • -TODAY -are
endowed with a high order of
intellect, a lively imagination
and are extremely progressive
in your thinking. Always active,
your nature is an adventurous
one and you are always ready to
try "something new." This
latter quality gives you great
potentials for succeeding in the
scientific fields — especially in
medicine, where most natives
of Scorpio shine, Extremely
versatile, however, there are
many other careers which
would prove excellent outlets
for your talents, notably:
business management, writing,
the theater, the law, politics,
exploration of any type. Birth.
date of: Daniel Boone, Amer.
frontiersman; James J. Polk



















Deveen M. Perry, daughter
of Mrs. Bessie M. Perry of
Murray, is a senior at Murray
State University. She will
graduate in December with
a B. S. in Radio-Television.
She works for Channel 11's
news department on the
MSU campus, and is also a
sports announcer and news
announcer for the 4:30 p. m.
newscast.
'Deck -Abtot-
Give A Short Toot
To Show Your Love
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Cnocago Tnbun• N 'I Newt Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I don't think loving the Lord is anything 1.0
joke about, so when I saw this bumper sticker on the car
ahead of me that said, "HONK IF YOU LOVE JESUS," I
honked my. horn. I guess maybe I overdid it because the
nekt thing I knew I had a motorcycle cop alongside me, ask-
ing to see my driver's license. I showed him it fast and
asked him what I did wrong, and he asked me why I was
honking my horn.
When I said. "Because I love Jesus," he asked me if I had
been drinking.
Well. Abby, he didn't give me a ticket: he just chewed me
out for disturbing the peace, and told me not to do it again..
My question: Was I wrong to honk? .
- -LOVES4E.SIS- • 
St'
DEAR LOVES: Maybe a short toot would have been
enough to let Jesus know you love him, but in the future
-you'd better do your heavy praying in church.
• DEAR ABBY: I'm a gal, nearly 20, and %sophomore in
college.
Last summer I met a kid at the beach. (I'll call him Brian. I
We dug each other right away and have been going to-
gether ever since. i We're really in love.)
Brian said he was 18, and I told him I was also 18. He-'s
6 feet tall, weighs 175. is very well built and LOOKS 18.
I'm small and have always looked younger than my age.
Brian dropped out of high school to take a construction
job until the Navy calls him for training for some special
kind of job.
Abby, I accidentally saw his driver's license and learned
that Brian is only 16 years old! When I told him I knew, he
said he hated lying to me, but was afraid_l.wouldn't date
him ill knew his right age.
Then I told him my right age and he said it didn't matter.
Do you think he's too young for me? Now that I know he's
only 16, I feel that he is, but before then, I didn't. We've
even talked about marriage.
AGE DIFFERENCE
DEAR DIFFERENCE: If you didn't feel that Brian was
too young for you until you accidentally found out, you're
probably well-matched, regardless of your ages. But for
your sake as well as his, defer marriage until his future
is more clearly defined. .
DEAR ABBY: My son is married to a girl who doesn't
like to cook. They brag that in the two years they've been
married they haven't eaten anything but breakfast at
home—and ori „Sundays they usually go out for Sq,nday
brunch!
They both work and don't have any kids (thank the good
Lord, or they'd be dragging the kids out to eat every
night), but I think it's a disgrace the way they live in
restaurants and drive-ins.
I once expressed my opinion on that subject, and they
both gave me an argument about how much money they,
"saved" by eating out because groceries were so expensive.
I'll leave it to you, Abby. Are they right or are they
wrong?
HIS MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: As long as they aren't asking me Ior
you) to pick up the tab, it's none of my tor your) business.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Home Hobbyist Faces Vision Hazards
The home hobbyist often
does better in making repairs
than in protecting his sight.
That's why The National
Society for.the Prevention of
Blindness warns hobbyists
and doatyourself enthus-
iasts about the threats to eye-
sight found in the home work-
shop. It recommends safety
eyewear for all eye hazardous
tasks. Here are some activ-
ities where eye protection is
especially important:
I. Using power tools. This
includes power lawn mowers,
snow throwers, table saws
and portable saws, particu-
larly the chain type
2. Dealing. Fragments of
metal, wood and broken drill
bite can fly with blinding
speed into the face and eyes.
3. Nailing. Before venous
hammering gets underway,
make sure the nails are pilip
erly set so that they .lion't
spin-off.
4. Soldering. A drop of per
spiration hitting molten
solder generates steam which
causes metal droplets to fly in
all directions
More and more hardware
stores Ale selling safety eye-
wear 'Or -irtwelt "Induitrial
Equipment Supplies" and






Society will have its Christ-
mas Arts and Crafts event at
Stewart' Stadium, Room 206,
MSU, from seven to ten p. m.
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at the North
Second Street Center at seven
p. In.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets; at 7:30
p. 111
< , 
Basketball jamboree of lady
teachers of all Calloway
County Schools will be at
Jeffrey gym starting at seven
p.m. Admission will be adult's'




Needline Association will start
at seven p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. Public
urged to attend.
Kathleen Jones Group of
, First Baptist Church Women
will meet with Mrs. Stanford
Andrus at 7:15 p. m.
Youth Choir, Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will present
the musical, The Clown" at
6:34k p. m. at the Baptist
Student Union Center.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A.M.. will meet at 7:30 p. m. at
the lodge hall.
Tuesday, November 2 .
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m, at the club house
with the program by Miss
Clara Eagle.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7;30- p. m. at the club house
wth Carla Rexroat as
program chairman.
 •
KSALPN District 17, Unit 1,
will meet at Westview Nursing
Home at seven p. m.
Ellis Center will open from
ten a. m. to three p. m. for
Senior Citizens with work on
bazaar at .10:30 a. rn. and 2:15
p. m. and band practice at one
'p.m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a. m. with coffee hour at
9:30 a. m. and executive board
at nine a. m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at nine a. m.
at the church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Dan Shipley and
Dorothy with Mrs. Castle
Parker, both at ten a. m.
' quesday, November 2
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
church' library at two p. m.
with program by Martha
Carter.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p. m.
No clinic will be at Calloway
County Health Center as
closed for election.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First,Preabytarian. Church
will meet at the home of Lala
Dowdy at 1:30 p. m.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
Gleason Hall at one p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
not meet due to Election Day.
Wednesday, November 3
Students International
Meditation Society will have
free lectures at 3:30 p.-m. and
7:315 p. m. in Room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium, MSU.
Lynn Grove Senior_Citizeits
will meet at St. John's
Episcopal Church Center,
Main and Broach Streets,
Murray at one p. m.
Work day for the bazaar for
Senior Citizens will be at St.
John's Center from ten a. m.
to three p. m. Call 753-9725 by
9:15 a. m. for transportation.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Nature's Palette --Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at ten a-.
m. Each one is to bring a sack
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p. m.
Flint Baptist Church









Spring Creek Baptist Yeang
Women are scheduled to meet
at seven p. m.
CRASH DIETS-
Teenage nutrition is so'
important. And "crash" diets
may injure health, especially
fOr teenage girls. Teenage
bodies are In an important
period of development. Girls
at this age need more
essential nutrients than at any
other time in their lives except
the later months of pregnancy
and during nursing.
Shading eyes
Don't try to match the color
of your eyes with eye shadow
Instead, try a contrasting
color, or pick up a shade from
an accessory you're wearing
close to your face. A scarf,
perhaps
AMERICA IS 200 YEARS OLD
AYNSL EY IS 201 YEARS OL
Wdre celebrating with
THE FIRST 20% OFF SALE
in Aynsley.'s.gloriou§ history.




By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
Tofu Recipes
Instructions for making to-
fu, the high-protein soy curd
which can be adapted to
hundreds of vegetarian en-
trees, were given in last
week's column. Here are a few




1 tablespoon onion powder
or 1/4 cup sauteed fresh
onion
2 cups (1 pound) tofu





1 drop liquid smoke (op-
tional
Mix well with fork till season-
ings are evenly distributed.
Serve like scrambled eggs.
. Chow-Mein - - •
Dice tofu in Vz-by-l-inch
pieces. Dip in equal parts
flour, food yeast and McKay's
Chicken Style or other sea-
soning. Brown in as little oil as
possible. Remove, drain and
set aside. •
Put small amount of oil in
large skillet. Place the follow-
ing vegetables in layers in
order given:
.2 cups celery diced
2 carrots sliced thin for
curls
T green pepper Aired
1 large can mushrooms
serve juice for broth)
1 can water chestnuts
Pour over vegetables 2 cups
broth combined as follows:
mushroom juice, McKay's
Chicken Style or other broth,
2 tablespoons soy sauce, 2
teaspoons Accent.
Cook 4 Vz minutes. Add
cornstarch (V4 cup in Vi cup
cold water) and let thicken.
Add pieces of tomato just be-
fore serving. Top with toasted





z cup onion chopped
cup green pepper diced
I/4 cup celery diced
Saute until onion is clear but
not browned.
Add one large can whole
tomatoes. Season with salt,
herbs to taste. Cook over low
fire 15 minutes after it starts
to bubble. Add 2 cups tofu
prepared as in recipe above.
Serve over natural brown
rice.
1975 os a community service of












And Coca Cola Salad. Oysters
Fitzpatrick, Bananas Foster,
Grits Souffle, and Srlickerdood:es
Unusual names fcir unusual
dishes, all in this unique cookbobk
that comes from the part of
Louisiana where cooking is a
for cooker and cookee
alike Half a million copies sold,
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Senior Citizens helping the Calloway County Health Department to open band-aidsfor the Swine flu vaccine clinics held October 20, 21, and 22 were, left to right, NellieBell, Erma Lovett, Meme Mattingly, Willie Mae Morton, Edna McReynolds, WallaceDowdy, fiezel Locke. Latta Boyd, and Geneva Belcher.
Free Lecture To Be
Held On Wednesday
- The
Meditation Society will have a
free lecture on Tran-
scendental Meditation (TM)
an Wednesday, November 3,
with the speaker to be from
Memphis, Tenn., Who has
been trained as a teacher of
Transcendental Meditation,
according to Jadonna
president of the society.
The lecture will include
information on the benefits of
the regular practice of I'M
tnat nearly a million people
acedfs the United States* are
reportedly involved. The
research that has been con-
ducted on TM will also be
discussed and there will be an
opportunity for questions from
the audience.
The TM Lecture will be held
in Room 206 of the Roy
Stewart Stadium, MSU. The
lecture will be given at two
different times on that day at
3:30 p. m. and again at 7:30 p.
in. All interested persons are
invite& Mi sAlleji said.
* Charity Bridge. Game- To
Be Held At Ellis Center
The Arthritis Foundation
- will be the beneficiary of the
Charity Bridge Game on
November 6, sponsored by the
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club.
The game will be held at
Ellis Community Center with
play to begin at 7:30 p. m. The
cost will be $2.50 per person
and all bridge players are
welcome. There will be a
division for newcomers to
diipliceate and prizes have
been donated by local mer-
chants. Persons are urged to
come out and support the
Arthritis Foundation on
November 6.
The following people may be
called for information or.;
advance- reservations: Wally
Swan at 753-8838; Sophie
Sagrera at 753-9321 or Ruth
Howard at 753-6124.
The bridge club met on
Wednesday, October 27, for its
weekly game. '
Winners were: First place,
Sophie Sagrera and Burt
Folsom; second place, Max
and Kay Carman; and third
place, Ron Cella and John
Adams. - - -
The club usually meets each
Wednesday at 7:00 p. m. in
Gleason Hall on North 12th
Street next , to St. Leo's
Catholic Church. All bridge
players are welcome.
Glinda Jeffrey- Food Ser-
vice Director of the Murray
City Schools, has released the
menus for the lunchrooms of
the schools- for the week of
November 1-5 as follows:
CARTER AND ROBER-
TSON—Monday and Tuesday
— no school; Wednesday —
pizza, tossed salad, pear half,
and chocolate pudding;
Thursday — hamburger, tri-
tater. fruit gelatin, and
cookie: Friday — fish sand-
wich. French fries, slaw, and
cookie.
MURRAY MIDDLE
—Monday — fish sand-
wich, French fries, slaw, arid
cookie; Tuesday — no school;
Wednesday — ravioli, green
peas, pineapple ring. French
bread, and cookie; Thursday
— tacO, Mexican beans, let-
tuce, tomato, cheese, ap-
plesauce, and chocolate eake;
Friday — no school.
MURRAY HIGH—Monday
— corn dog and cookie;
Tuesday no school; Wed-
nesday — spaghetti and
cookie; Thursday —,tacq and
cookie; Friday — chili and
crackers, and cake.
Vegetables are not listed due
to the large variety.
A hamburger line is served
daily at Murray Middle and
Murray High Schools.
Soft cheese such as cottage
and cream should be served
cold from the refrigerator.
Seini4soft cheese tastes best
when served at room tempera-
ture.
Bob Stubblefield of Murray.—second from left, talks with Dn-Alison Olson, left, this
year's visiling Phi Beta Kappa lecturer at the University of Kentucky, at a UK graduate
seminar in history. Also pictured are Jim Gordon of Louisville and Dr. Richard Lowitt,
UK history professor who conducts the seminar. Dr. Olson is the American colonial


























To the insomniac the bed
must become what it should
be: A refuge from a long day's
journey into night, states
Northwestern University
psychologist Richard P.
Bootzin, who has devised a
treatment to combat what he
calls "misuse of the bed."
To help insomniacs once
again associate bed and
bedroom with drowsiness,
Bootzin admonishes them to
get into bed only when sleepy.
If they remain awake longer
than 10 minutes or so, they
must get up and occupy
themselves at some activity in
another room, until they think
they are ready to fall asleep.
The process is repeated
until sleep comes
quickly—even if it means
staying awake for an entire
night. Insorninacs are
regularly awakened at an
appointed hour every mor-
ning, until they fall asleep at




4 The !Numb N
Ledger & 'lime,.
Mrs. Olga Freeman To Speak
At World Community Day
The annual observance of
WORLD COMMUNITY DAY,
sponsored by Church Women
United, will be held Friday,
November 5 at 7:30 p. m., in
the Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
'The theme for 1976 is INTO
THE THIRD CENTURY
UNAFRAID. Twenty-three
churches are enrolled in the
program of Church Women
United in Calloway County.
Mrs. Olga Freeman of Hazel
will be the speaker for this
occasion. For twenty-three
MEALS TOGETHER
"Isolated eating" is a
discouraging trend in
America that's increasing by
leaps and bounds. It means
members of the family each
having meals on their own —
perhaps grabbing whatever is
available. Or lather picking
up coffee in a paper cup and a
sweet roll as he boards the
commuter train. Families
ought to eat more meals
together.
ears, Mrs. Freeman was a
member of the faculty of
Puryear High School as part-
tine English Instructor and
part-time Librarian. She later
served for five years as
Elementary Librarian in
Calloway County. She
received the Master's degree
at Murray State University.
She is well known for the in-
terest and inspiration she has
imparted to various church
and civic group gatherings,
said Mrs. William P. Mullins,
Jr., president of CWU.
Mrs. Christelle Palmer of
the Kirksey host church is
chairman for World Com-
munity Day. She will be
assisted by Mrs. Nell Eaton,
CWU vice-president and co-
ordinator for the three days of
celebration, which include
also World Day of Prayer and
May Fellowstqp Day. .
Also on the committee are
the following Mesdames J.
W. Jones, Jerry Speight, W.
Edd Glover, Margaret Boyd,
Lucille Potts, Gary Haneline,
and Boyd Norswor thy.
Mrs. Margaret Porter,
Choir Director, First
Christian Church, will direct
the singing and render a solo
number.
mcc 34jiljins, Jr., president,
CWU, urges that all nlembers
attend and invites any others





Bruce Lee Clayton and Paul
Clayton, sons of Mr. and Mrs.
. James D. Clayton, 1304 Olive.
Murray, are on the Honor Roll
of top scholars at David
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
'Tenn., according to a recent
announcement by Dean Mack
Wayne Craig.
Both are graduates of
Murray High School. Paul
is a sophomore and is working
toward a major in Bible and
Bruce is a freshman with a
major in pre-law.
Charter members of Murray Star Chapter No. 4.13 Order of the Eastern Star honored
,at the 40th anniversan of the chapter held on September 30 at the Masonic Hall were,
left to right, first row, kiag,gie Woods, Anna Kuhn, Pearl Shackelford, and Connie Jones,
second row, Paul Dill, R. H. Robbins, Nelle Robbins, and A. 0. Woods.
_Ann Fisher Speaker At
Russell Chapel Meet
The United Methodist
Women of Russell Chapel's
Church met at the home 'of
Barbara Brown on Monday,
gficbtf 11.
For the devotion Edith
McKinzie offered a prayer,
followed by a reading from
"God's Amazing Grace" by
Allen G. White. Dolly Lorenz
also gave a prayer.
Lois Sparks introduced the
speaker, Ann Fisher, to the
audience of a Metbodist
Women's group that has
'Whin- its membership a
representation of eight
Christian denominations.
Mrs. Fisher chose to speak
on the topic of "The Grace of
God," a subject that she most
eloquently explored, and
thereby truly uplifted her
listeners, a spokesman said. A
prayer brought her remarks
to a conclusion.
Dorothy Sobieski assisted
Barbara Brown in -serving
refreshments to Mesdames:
Lora Wilkinson, Daisy
Wickoff, Ethel Walker, Carrie
Hicks, Klara Wutzke, Elvie
Carson, Irene Donitan, Lavine




Martha Crass, and to guests;
Eve Wilt. Jane Hein,
Melbadean Mason, and Ann
Fisher.
Announcement -was made
that the November 8th
meeting will be held at the
home of Martha Crass with
Ginny Crihfield as co-hostess.
Election of officers will be
held at this time. Bible study
of Chapters 11 and 12 of the
Book of Matthew will be led by.
Lavine Carter. The program
will laa.uo. '..*Prayer" as $isen
by Dolly Lorenz.
FLYING HIGH
ALLENTOWN, Pa API -
Mr. and Mrs, LeRoy Follweiler
got -high- again for their anni-
versary.
They managed to _attain a
six-mile altitude on a jet on the
way to Las Vegas for the cele-
bration of their 45th year of
marriage
The two began their mar-
riage in 1930 with a ceremony
aboard a single-engine plane.
After that, they took many oth-
er air trips together, celebrat-
ing their 10th, 25th, 30th and
35th anniversaries.
Follweiler, a graduate of a
flying school, retired se4leral
years ,ago as an insurance _
salesman.
Trim down for holiday fun
and fashion!
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By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent -
WASHINGTON (AP) - On the eve of
a unique and perplexing presidential
election, something is missing. Instead
of fervor, there is an air of frustration.
At the hour of decision, there is in-
decision.
At the fringes of the campaign
crowds, in suburban living rooms, after
the PTA meeting, conversation again
and again brings a request for simple,
compelling reasons to cast a ballot on
Tuesday for President , Ford or for
Jimmy Carter.
But after this long campaign, the
question answers itself by the fact that
:It is so-often asked. For it has been a
campaign with few hurrahs and no
, overriding issues. Neither Ford nor
Carter has found the theme or the
'argument to put his imprint on the
-leave-ring, undecided voters who 'hold
.the key to Tuesday's outcome.
This has not been a good year for
slogans, for either candidate
?Or-perhaps, more important-against
The choice was made far in advance
by voters who would not have bought a
-used car from Richard M. Nixon long
before Watergate, or feared Barry
Goldwater's finger on the nuclear-
utton, or saw George McGovern as the
candidate of amnesty, acid and
abortion.
, That kind of built-in opposition did not
always determine the outcome, but it
did draw clear lines of opinion.
Neither President nor challenger has
- ever before run in a national election.
-And while Ford is a familiar figure
pfter 27 months as president, he is in a
pew role now.
: Neither man carries the baggage of
past elections, the foes of past cam-
Paigns. Neither can successfully depict
lhe other as extreme, or dangerous, or
imacceptable to a significant bloc of the
electorate. There is less to be against
'.'ihan in elections of the recent past -
:iiot neither candidate has been able to
convince decisive numbers of voters
that he offers them something to be for.
"'. The public opinion analysts detect an
hnusually high, and persistent, level of
indecision among the voters. They find
,also that there is a lack of intensity in
the support for both candidates. ,
: And by every indicator, the contest is
-close, this election to restore the seal of
•Voter approval to a White House run
since Aug. 9, 1974, without benefit of
-ballot.
Both Ford and Carter have been
... eriticized-and have assailed each
:ather-f or the conduct of the campaign,
'Rh its diversions into trivia and
i)a, me-calling. Both have acknowledged
gtiistakes. Both have said the disillusion
horn of a divisive war and of
rongdoing in high office may have
jUrned off the voters. But there is no
iividence that they have been able to
'Awn the electorate back on.
, With Ford, the question is com-
petence, and Carter has done his ut-
most to feed what one Republican
)bader acknowledged is a nagging
doubt that the President is up to the job
fie holds.
''.-. Ford • did little to allay such doubts
'#ith the tactical missteps that.dogged
his campaign against Reagan, with his
"Irisstatement that there is no Soviet




months in the White House; with
bconomic, foreign and military policies
*he says have been, and remain, the
k. ..
right ones. No mystery there; with
Ford it is all.on the record and on the
table, the perionality as well as the
policy.
He says he would be proud indeed to
have the American people say on
Tuesday "Jerry, you've done a good
job. Keep right on doing it."8,
Nonetheless, judgments about the
characteristics of men are difficult
judgments, more difficult this time
because neither candidate has been this
campaign route before.
The campaign has broken little
ground on issues that affect the average-
American. Arguments about the U.S.
response to a hypothetical Soviet move
'against Yugoslavia are about' as
relevant to the concerns of 1976 as
Quemoy and Matsu were to the voters
of 1960.
Mistakes and misstatements have
been magnified into major campaign
topics. For a time, there was more talk
about Playboy than platforms.
Di the end, as public opinion analyst
Peter Hart puts it, the election may-
turn on the judgment of the voters
about Ford's competence and about
Carter's character.
Nine months ago, Rep. Morris K.
Udall sat on a platform with Carter in
Manchester, N.H., and told voters to
beware of the intensive, driven can-
didate who runs for president because
he has • to be president. At the
Democratic National Convention, Udall
was extolled as a good loser.
-There remain misgivings about
Carter • among people who say that,
Let's Stay Well
Vaccinations Urged
after all this time, they still don't know
where he stands. That is in part their
fault, in part his. Hard, precise
positions on specific points can win a
candidate some supporters, but will
inevitably cost him others. So Carter
has generally avoided such precision,
and speaks instead in terms of goals.
He is for tax reform, but has not said
precisely what it will entail, only that
no one who does not now gain unfair
advantage need be concerned about his
program. But try to find a taxpayer
who will say that his own deductions
are unfair.
So, too, on jobs, government
reorganization and other points, Carter
gas had 'more to say about the 'goals
than details of how to get there.
However,.Carter has issued a stream
of position papers, has answered un-
countable questions, has campaigned
actively for 22 months. Seldom has one




Fret not thyself because of
evildoers, neither be thou en-
vious against the workers of
iniquity. Psalm 37:1.
We ought not to be jealous of
people whose success came
dishonegtly.
By F.J.L. BLASINGAME, M.D.
The fall is a good time to bring
vaccinations up to date for the family.
If your children Wive had earlier
immunizations, check with your
physician to see if booster shots are
necessary.
During the last 20 years, vaccines
have been developed against several
major diseases that used to kill or
disable thousands of people, especially
the young.
Polio epidemics were feared every
year. Measles was dreaded, but was
considered an infection to "have" and
get behind you. Whodping cough was
widespread and often killed. Diphtheria
choked its victims and poisoned their
heart muscles. Mumps was a joke to all
except the victims. Typhoid fever and
lockjaw, less common, made headlines
because of their rarity, but these two
illnesses also produced funerals.
With the development of the many
safe, effective vaccines, a happy
success story was expected. While
significant improvement has resulted
in infectious disease prevention, much
of the public has forgotten about the
many dread diseases just because they
are not occurring as frequently - "Out
of sight, out of mind," as the old saying
goes.
As fewer children have been vac-
cinated each year, the diseases have
begun to reappear, along with their
complications.
According to John Witte, M.D.,
director of the Immunization Division
of the Center for Disease Control,
"Immunity levels remain low enough
that there is a very real risk of
epidemics."
The most susceptible group to the
major diseases, like polio, whooping
cough, measles, diphtheria and
tetanus, are young children between
the ages of land 4.
Suggested immunization schedules
recommended by the American
Medical Association and the American
Academy of Pediatrics are as follows:
-For diphtheria, tetanus, and
whooping cough ( DPT), begin at two
months of age, usually three doses;
booster before entering school.
-For polio, begin at two months,
usually with an additional two doses;
booster before starting school.
-For rubella (German measles),
nibeola ( measles), and mumps, begin
after one year; no booster.
Childhood diseases can be prevented.
Contact your physician or health
department, and start an immunization
program as soon as possible.
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cans in Inc last 20 years have
begun acting against and con-
trolling known "risk factors- --
the aspects of life style that Set
people up for premature heart
attacks hitting far too early in
lite.
.Also, there has been better
medical care of those afflicted
with heart trouble ---coronary
care units and pacemakers, for
example. and lesser impact
from pneumonia and tnfluenza
pushing ill people over the brink.
You can join the parade of
those acting to prevent prema-
• ure heart attacks, rather than
waiting to be felled by one, fatal-
ly or with a long road to recov-
ery or perhaps only partial
health again
Simply put. these are the prin
cipal facts
The villain gr killer in heart
attacks is severe atherosclero-
sis. a disease process in which
viellif-vrteries become narrowed
and clogged with fatty deposits,
first and' foremost cholesterol_





VAN CURON By S. C. Van Curon
Dear Governor Carroll:
Please consider this as a formal
request for a $20,000 interest-free loan
from the Finance Department.
What prompts me to make this
request? I see by the news that the state
has done exactly this in negotiations
with your friend Robert S. Miller,
president of the Land Development
Company, from which the state has
leased the old James Pepper distillery
warehouse in Fayette County. -
According to today's story, Finance
Commissioner Russell McClure has
negotiated a deal with Miller and his
associates whereby the state will get a
reduction of $20,000 in rent, to be
deducted in regular monthly in-
stallments over a three-year period.
According to McClure this is to com-
pensate the state for the use of
University of Kentuclg employes for
tearing out the whisky storage racks to
make the building usable by the state as
a warehouse.
• • What the -state itatituallrdbiffg
advancing Miller and his associates
$20,000 interest free over a three-year
period. All I am asking is equal
treatment. Also, I assume thousands of
other Kentuckians would welcome such
a deal, and will bombard you with
similar requests if you consider mine
seriously. •
True, I don't have a 200,000 square-
foot warehouse to lease to the state at
$1.50 per foot per year, over a three-
year period. This will bring in $300,000
per year, or $900,000 over the three-year
period. The investors paid around
$300,000 for the property.
Now, this is what I call rewarding a
friend.
As an alternate for the 200.000 square-
foot warehouse, I do have a 2,000-plus
square foot building in Frankfort near'
the Capitol that I will offer the state at
the going rate of $4.00 per square foot
for office space. Thus would run
something over $8,000 per year for the
space. I see the Finance Department
advertises often for such space, for
offices. I listed this with the Finance
Department one time and got one in-
spection tour. The inspectors said it
was suitable, but that's the last I've
heard. • _
As for being a friend, Governor, I
have known you since you came to
Frankfort in 1962 as a raw freshman
legislator.. You asked Me for some
advice on a bill, and I gave it to you.
You were successful in passing the bill.
Since that time, you and I have had
many conversations.
Now, let me offer you some further
advice.
I've known a lot of governors.
Without fail, they have always told me,
"It's your friends who get you into
trouble, not your enemies.
Let me recount you some instances:
Remember the truck deal during the
administration of Bert T. Combs? You
F our Keys to A H ealt try Heart .
were in the legislature then.
Ned Breathitt was kinda unpopular
with some of his supporters after he
became governor because he wouldn't
make these any deals.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn got into trouble
when his frienfts in the administration
fired a bunch of highway employes to
make room for some Republicans. One
of his friends in the administration had
enough floor cleaning fluid stored in a
state building to last for four years and
was still buying.
Gov. Wendell Ford got into trouble
over the moving deal when the new
state office building was completed. He
also let contracts on a state building at
Owensboro and the boat dock at Ken-
tucky Dam Village without contract.
His administration bought land for the
Owensboro Gun Club and then turned
around and leased it to the club for one
dollar per year.
You have been here during all (it
these deals, even the one that Ford
made in Northern Kentucky over an old
warehouse building for the Department'
of Human Resources.
There have been other deals with
friends which you know about and
should have been forwarned.
Now, all I am asking is equal treat-
ment.




I await a call from your office for an
appointment to talk over the
proposition I offer.
Gov. Julian Carroll late Thursday
named a five-member blue ribbon
panel to probe the circumstances
surrounding the awarding of the con-
troversial state lease.
Named to the panel. are Cabinet,--
Secretary JacksonJackson White, Agriculture
Commissioner Thomas 0. Harrisiltty.
Gen. Robert F. Stephens, S4-fe Auditor
George Atkins and jiMversity of
Kentucky Vice Presid6t for Business
Affairs Jack Blat*M.
Atkins said yriday morning he would
continue his-investigation..
20 Years Ago
The membership of the First Baptist
Church in a business meeting last night
voted to inaugurate a building ex-
pansion program of over $141,000. This
will be aimed at increasing the seating
capacity of the sanctuary of the church
to 1,500 without the use of chairs.
Boy Scouts'irom the various troops
here will participate in the "Get Out
The Vote" campaign for the election on
November 6.
Over 1,500 persons visited the Cir-
carama Subdivision on October 31
between 2:00 and 5:30 p. m., according
to Howard Brandon, owner and
developer.
Births reported include a girl, Jane
Houston, to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Rose on
October 30.
Bro. Connie Burton will speak Sunday
at the Pleasant Valley Church of Christ.
Road to Better Hea
FIRSTIN A SERIES
By Alton Blakeslee
and Jeremiah Standee, M.D.
Millions of Americans have
set out to win a stunning victory
tor health.
They are acting to prevent
heart attacks. And they are pos-
sibly succeeding now, for the
upward rush of the nation's
greatest killer has halted.
Even better, the death rate
has come down steadily since
1968 in this long ahd cruel heart
epidemic. This means-the saving
if at least 30,000 lives a year now
it people in their prime, and far
more if the epidemic becomes
controlled further.
There are several possible sci-
entific explanations for the
downturn, and it isn't possible to
pinpoint the causes exactly. is no One thing to do to avoid it.
Literally millions of Ameri- no magic pill to take.
-This disease involves our
life style- -we live our way into
heart trouble and heart attacks.
and we cal. certainly change our
danger-laden ways.
-Most epidemics, it has been
amply demmtrated.. result
from multiple uses related to
changes in the way people live.
This is true for the epidemic of
atherosclerotic disease.
• Major advances over epi-
demic diseases have conic prin-
cipallv through prevention For
ex3mPle, better sanitation wiped
out man', waterborne and pollu-
tion diseases. mosquito control
combatted malaria and yellow
lever
Vaccines prevent disease.
Nov. the new understandings
about the human heart and its
hazards can be employed as a
kind of vaccine of knowledge to
lament heart attacks
A group or conspiracy of
causes promotes this disease In
Feeent years. researchers have
identified four as probably the,











ygen from reaching heart
cle tissue, the brain, or
organs and tissues. -
-There is no single cause of
atherosclerosis. There is .no











I usually don't say too much about
elections, and have always voted for the
Democrat. Somehow, this time I just
can't do that. Why?
Well, look at what President Ford has .
done, tried to do but couldn't because of
the Congress, and the things he has
prevented by that now famous word
"veto." I hate to think what might have
happened had he not vetoed most of
those bills.
President Ford a strong president,
strong enough to take a stand against a
Democratic Congress that would lead
deeper into inflation and more
bureaucracies; he is strong enough to
stand alone and do what he knows is
right.
Inflation and unemployment may not
be won in the U. S. but it is far worse in
most other parts of the world. Just look
at England and Europe.
Most of us still have it pretty good.
We, spend more time on pleasure and
eat better than we ever have. And don't
forget that the U. S. and the people of
the U.S. are at peace.
When I heard Jimmy Carter's first
speech, it left tears in my eyes, but the
more I hear and the more I read bet-
ween the lines, I realize that we've all
had, at times, visions and dreams much
like Mr. Carter and that more often
than not they turned out to be niglitt
mares.
Yes, Mr. Carter you hye charm,
you're said tb have relig,i6n and a big,
big smile; but . l'ye-7seen such men
stretch the tru,dra country mile. It's
been said that'you're a philosopher and
have admitted to fantasy and lust.
Well we believe only part of what we
„see and really nothing we hear. You
see, experience has taught us that way
and I once lived in Georgia.
That's why Fin forPresident Ford.
J. W. Johnson
Rt. 2, Murray, Ky.
10 Years Ago
Swann Hall at Murray State
University, dedicated in 1941, is being
remodeled and converted into a
Panhellenic building for the univer-
sity's four social sororities - Sigma
Sigma Sigma, Alpha Sigma Alpha,
Alpha Omicron Pi, and Alpha Gamma
Delta:
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ebe
( Lavelle) Lyons, tge 56.
Max Hurt will be the speaker at the
World Community Day program at
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church on November 4.
Ferrel Miller, Ronnie Ray, Thomas
Ernstberger, Frank Bury, and J. B.
Bell had winning dogs in the Calloway
County Field Trial held by the Con-
servation Club.
Mrs. Baxter Bilbrey and son, Baxter,
left this morning from Nashville, Tenn.,
by a chartered jet airplane for a trip to
San Juan, Puerto Rico, won by
Bilbrey's Store from the General
Electric Company.
t Health
The food you eat, meaning a diet
high in fats and cholesterol high
blood cholesterol. cigarette
smoking. high blood pressure.
-Adding to the risk are lack
of exercise, diabetes, stress and
tension, obesity.
-You can easily act to pro-
tect yourself, your spouse and
your children, in whom the arte-
ry disease can-begin very early
--You can act without giving
up any of the exuberance, fun
and zest of living With knowl-
edge, you can live positively.
rather than being half-scared to
death.
The changes needed in life
style are not all that difficult or
grim, as millions of Americans
can attest. Indeed, there lre im-
mediate and obvous benefits to
be had, such as those that come
from quitting smoking or losing
excess weight.
-It is never too late to begin
your counterattack
-Experiments with monkeys.
which are primates like man.
have confirmed that the athero-
sclerotic process can tk halted
and reversed
• -- Many stirdies. of human
beings have shown it is quite
possible. to reduce the level of
cholester-ol in the bloodstream.
through diet- changes.
• - Taking personal action to
prevent coronary' heart disease
makes sense. just as does using
care and knowledge to drive an
automobile safely
The news that the death rate
from heart disease has gone
down seems to mark the begin-
ning of an historic achievement
But heart disease remairts
continuing epidemic Each year.
some 670.000 Americans die
from heart attacks., one-quarter
of the victims under age 65
About 200.000 more die from
brain strokes brought on prin-
cipally by atherosclerosis. The
toll is double to triple that from
cancers
And heart disease still kills
prematurely. striking thousands
of men land to a lesser extent
womeni at age 35. 45. 55, in the
prime of life, work and family
support
The decline in heart deaths is
real, a real escape from fatal at-
tacks
Early in 1976. the federal gov-
ernment issued its first "report
card** on the nation's heal:h.
Generally, it said. Americans
are in good health, hut are also
in danger from some things in
our life style, such as smoking
and alcohol, poor choice of
foods, too little physical activity
and exercise.
All these seemingly contribute
heavily to heart disease, cancer
and respirators' disease. said the
report from the Department of
Health, Edue.ation and Welfare.
But death and disability from
those diseases "are preventable
p7iinarily by changes in individ-
ual behavior The data suggest
that much improvement in
health status could come from
individual action:* said Dr..
Theodore Cooper. assistant sec-
retary for healtii. ••
Th efTeiies off:er-a infra' 14:
road map to improved life
styles, and better heart health_
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A
BREAKS EVEN — Sindy Macovik of the Racer women's tennis team broke even this weekend.
She fell 7-6 and 7-5 in the finals of the number three doubles but in the number one doubles,
combined with teammate Karen Weis for a conference title.
(Staff Photo by Mile Branam)
East Tennessee Jumps Into
Thick Of Battle For Crown
By The Associated Press
East Tennessee has
4completed an ,astounding
sweep of the defending Ohio
Valley Conference Co-
champions and, in the
process, the Buccaneers have
jumped into the thick of this
year's frantic football chase.
ETSU, which earlier upset
Western Kentucky 28-16,
handled Tennessee Tech 18-7
last weekend. The win boosted
ETSU into-a-tie with Tech with
3-1 league records, a half-
game behind Eastern Ken-
tucky's 4-1 mark. The loss
prevented Tech from main-
taining undisputed possession
of first place and opened the
way for half the league to
entertain title notions.
In other games, Eastern
Kentucky came from i• behind
to edge Murray 12-10, Austin
Peay moved with 1 games of
the OVC lead at 2-2 after
handling Middle Tennessee 21-
9, and cellar-dwelling
Morehead won its first con-
ference game — and broke a




run in the second period put
East Tennessee ahead for
good at 9-7 and the Bucs added
a safety and Mark Hutsell's
57-yard run to close out the
scoring. Tech was „unable to
dent the aroused East Ten-
nessee defense, scoring only
on Lamar Mike's 96-yard
kickoff return.
Eastern Kentucky, 6-2
overall, was virtually given its
winning points when Murray
tried to protect a lead by
taking an intentional safety.
But the strategy backfired
when Eastern took the ensuing













yards to set up Bob Landis'
game-winning 20-yard field
goal with:29 seconds to play_
Eastern led 7-0 on an eight-
yard pass from Ernie House. to
Jim Nelson, but Murray
countered on Bruce Walker's
97-yard kickoff return and a
22-yard ,field goal by Hank
LaGorce for a 10-7 lead.
Backed up to its own goal
midway in the final period,
Murray decided to let center
Jim Jex snap the ball out of
the end zone on fourth down
rather than risk a blocke.d.
punt. The safety kept Murray
ahead 10-9, but Eastern used
those points for the victory
margin when Landis came,
through later.
Quarterback Randy
Christophel threw a pair of
touchdown passes and Henry
Yarber scored twice as Austin
Peay evened its overall record
at 4-4. Middle Tennessee,
which dropped its third
straight OVC game, is 1-3 in
league play and 3-5 overall.
Morehead converted three
Western Kentucky mistakes
into touchdowns and thereby
all but eliminated the
Hilltoppers from title con-
sideration. Western is now 2-3
in the OVC and 3-3-1 overall,
the first time since 1966 that
Western has lost three league
games:
A fumble set up a 13-yard
run by Tony Harris, a pass
interference penalty in the end
zone preceded Phil Simms'
one-yard plunge, and Norman
Letcher's two-yard run
followed a pass interception.
In other games involving
Kentucky teams, Tulsa came
from behind to down
Louisville 20-10, Georgetown
rambled to a 26-7 verdict over
West Virginia Tech, Kentucky
State battled to a scoreless tie
with Delaware State and
Wabash, Ind.. defeated Centre
14-6.
Quarterback Ron Hickerson
passed eight yards to Marcus
Halley to put Tulsa ahead 13-
10, then rambled 71 yards on a
keeper play late in the game
for the final margin.
Louisville, 1-4, got its scores
on Nathan Pole's two-yard run
and a field goal by Pedro
Posadas but the Cardinals
missed three other op-
portunities because of a
fumble, a missed field goal
and a Tulsa goal line stand.
Rubin McIntyre rushed for
130 yards in 29 carries —
including a 63 yard scoring
jaunt -'and quarterbackRon
Pinchback added a pair of




neekd a pair of goal line
stands in the game's waning
minutes to hold Delaware
State at bay. The visitors
came up empty in four tries at
the Thorobred line on the first
stand, but got a second chance
when State's Curt Sullivan
fumbled on the Thorobred's
first play.
But once again Kentucky
State held, with Marlon
Carson sacking Delaware's
Andre Brown on a third down
pass and then blocking a field
goal attempt.
Greg Bussard's pass in-
terception set uR Abe Har-
vey's decisive 20 yard scoring
run as Wabash handed Centre
its third loss in seven games.
The Colonels' only score came






the world junior welterweight
championship from Spain's
Miguel Velasquez over the
weekend, will defend his title
against American- challenger
Monroe Brooks within six
weeks, his manager said
Monday.
Manager Tiemboon
Intrabutr said the champion
- would defend his title either in
Las Vegas or Honolulu, with
the place and date to be
decided by World Boxing
Council President Jose
Sulaiman.
The WBC rates Brooks the
No. 1 contender.
Mel Purcell Wins His
Second Tourney In West
Former Murray High tennis star Mel Purcell has won his
second tennis tournament in California.
Purcell, a senior who is now residing in Hidden Hills, Ca.,
captured the jingles championship in the sixth annual
Calabasta Junffir Tennis Tournament this weekend.
Purcell drew a first round bye then-in the second round,
won 6-1 and 6-3 over Mike Muskinkif Santa Barbara.
In the quarterfinals, Purcell defeated Adams Cioth of Palo
Verde 6-3 and 6-1.
The semifinals Round Purcell, who was seeded second, win-
ning 6-3 and 6-1 over Clark Diehl of Palisades 6-3 and 6-1. .
Then in the finals, Purcell defeated Paul Bernstein of
Pasadena 6-2 and 64. Bertiatein had upset top-seeded Jeff




Four yards and someone
who knew what a timeout is
and everything would be
different in the footba4--
standings of the Ohio Valley
Conference.
First of all, the four yards
rqrns.c.in Murray State's 13-11
loss a_ Week ago -Saturday to
East Tennessee. The failure to
-recognize the timeout came
Saturday in Richmond before
a Homecoming crowd in Rich-
mond as Murray State lost 12-
10 to league-leading Eastern
Kentucky.
Murray, crippled up and
actually quite fortunate to
even be close in the contest,
held a 10-9 lead late in the
fourth period.
With only 29 seconds left in
the contest, Eastern Kentucky
had the ball fourth and goal
from the Racer three. The
Colonels elected to go for a.
field goal rather than risk
losing the game by not getting
a touchdown.
The Racers called a timeout
to put pressure on Eastern
kicker Bob Landis who would
be attempting the field goal
from 20 yards.
Eastern came out of their
huddle and back to the line of
scrimmage. Murray called for
another timeout, hoping ,to
give Landis some more time
to think about the pressure on
his foot.
It didn't work. The officials
saw the timeout called but
ruled it wasn't called in time
and Landis calmly booted the
ball through the uprights
while the Murray defensive
line stood upright and won-




By The Associated Press
Friday's Games
Adair Co 12 Casey Co 6 -
Ashland 21 Newport Cath 7
Ballard Mem 9 Crittenden
Co 6
Bardstown 20 E Hardin 3
Bath Co 26 E Carter 24
Beechwood 6 Cinn County
Day 0
Bell Co 22 Harlan 16
Boone Co 28 Dixie Heights 14
Bowling Green 37
Hopkinsville 6
Boyle Co 20 Garrard Coo
Bullitt Central 28N Hardin 0
Butler Co 10 McLean Co 6
Caldwell Co 42 Reidland 13
Campbellsville 20 Tom-
pkinsville 14
Carroll Co 14 Trimble Co 6
Cawood 28 Breathitt Co 8
Clark Co 28 Bourbon Co 14
Chattanooga l'enn Baylor 48
Lou Shawnee 0
Clinton Co 30 Caverna 20
Cumberland 14 Hazard 0
Danville 28 Madison Central
14
Dayton nCov Cath 18
Edmonson Co 13 Metcalfe
Co 6
Elizabethtown 14 LaRue Co
6
Evarts 36 Lynch 0
Fairview 20 Johnson Central
6
Frankfort 8 Owen Co 0
Franklin Co 38 Marion Co 0
Franklin-Simpson 31
Warren Central 6
Ft Thos Highlands 14 Coy
Holmes 7
Fulton Co 12 Marshall Co
Glasgow 48 Allen Co 0
Green Co 28 Hart Co 0
Greenup Co 24 Belfry 18
Hancock Co 20 Breckinridge
Co 13
Harrison Co 15 Conner 11
Harrodsburg 53 Berea 0
Heath 29 Russellville 28
Todd Central 341rigg CO 14
Union Co 35 Lone Oak 0
Warren East 22 Barren Co
12
Mayfield 49 Webster Co 0
MC Napier 34 Fleming-Neon
16
Merest- Co 32 Rockcastle Ci
28
Middlesboro 38 Pineville 8
Murray 14 Henry Co Tenn 7
Pad Tilghman 41 Christian
Co 7
Saturday's Games
Beth Haven 2Er Berachan
Christian Ala 0
Evangel 30 Whispering Hills
Christian Tenn 8
Ft Campbell 28 Ft Knox 6
Grayson Co 20 Gatnaliel 0,
Henderson Co 50 Cliriton
Tenn 0
Key Used Cars
High Team Series 1HC i
Cra‘rford's Shell
Paradise Kennels .. , ... ,
SW-On-Tools 
High Ind. Game i SC )
Margaret Morton 230Joan Cooksey . NOLots Smith  in
High W. Game (BC)
Margaret Morton 5)4
Joan Gaoksey  247Lou Ann Darnell 229
/bah Ind. Series i SC )
Margaret Morton 547
Sondra Rice
Lois Snnth  506
High 1110
Margaret Morton 649
Joan cootsey .. 620
Lon.Smith  592
Lou Ann DarneU - . 592
High Averages
Soodrailict .,.. ..._,. ,. 167'' Lois Snuth  159
Pat Scott  157
Margaret Morton   154
Nancy Todd   154
Joan Cooksey   10
Kathy Zee 10
Hilda Bennett  147
Marie Clark 144
Marion Berberich 141
Joan Herndon  141
It did. -
Murray was absolutely
murdered in the statistics.
The Colonels had 303 yards on
the ground and quarterback
Ernie House was on target for
167 yards to give Eastern an
awesome 470 yards in total
offense.
Meanwhile, the Racers




Fn morning Ladies League
Team LParadise Kennels  31 10Shoemaker Seed Co . 13 13Astro Car Wash  is 13J T Todd Xl IllCorvette Lanes 19 17Snap-On-Tools it —
Crawford's Shell   164 194%Key Used cars .. . . 16 MCiwtos Black Jr. Painting . 15 ' 21Harpole's Grocery . . ..... . 13 tsDon's Auto Repair jp . . 13 23D k D Body Shop 124 234
High Team Same 1SC )















Falls Short In -
Upset Eastern
the ground and just 14 via the
pass for a measV offensive
production of 65 yffds, exactly
405 yards less than Eastern's
total.
Again, it was the defense for
the Racers. Each time
Eastern threatened, the
Racers came up with-big plays
to keep the Colonels walking
on a treadmill once they
moved into Racer territory.
Early in the fourth period,
Jim O'Connor came up with
one of those very big plays. He
intercepted a House pass at
the Racer 12 to stop another
Colonel drive.
But the Racers were unable
to move the ball on offense and
were faced with a punting
situation from their own three-
yard line. Racer Coach Bill
Furgerson gambled.
He decided instead isf
risking a blocked punt and
having it returned for a touch-
down, he would rather take a
safety. And that what punter
Wes Furgerson did, he went
down in the endzone with the
ball and the 10-7 Murray lead
was now 10-9.
However, on the following
free kick, Furgerson boomed
the ball high and deep and
Eastern took over on its own
33.
It appeared the game might
be all over with just under
three minutes left when the
Colonels faced a third and 17
from their own 35. However,
Hdlise came up with the
biggest play of the game when
he connected on a 26-yard pass
to Jerome Kelley and a first
down that made the difference
in the outcome of the contest. -
House later came up with a
17-yard pass to Jim Nelson
and that carried the Colonels
down to the Racer 20. Eastern
finally moved the boll down to
the three before they faced the
fourth and goal situation and
elected to go for the field goal
which Landis booted while the
Racer defense stood and
watched.
Eastern first took the lead
on their first series of the
opening period. The Colonels
marched 50 yards, the drive
being capped by an eight-yard
pass to Nelson and Landis
added the extra point to make
it a 7-0 Colonel lead.
On the following -kickoff,
Bruce Walker finally did what
he nearly did several times
this season. Walker returned
the ball 97 yards for a touch-
down and after Hank LaGorce
hit the extra point, the Racers
were tied with the Colonels at
7-7.
Midway through the third
period, Racer defensive end
Sam Franklin recovered a
fumble at the Eastern 25. The
series ended for the Racers
when LaGorce booted a 22-
yard field goal to put Murray.
in front 10-7.
Eastern made it 10-9 on the
intentional safety, setting the
stage for the Baal crazy
minutes.
The win left Eastern 4-1 in
the league and alone in first as
previous leader Tennessee
Tech was upset 18-7 by East
Tennessee.
Murray falls to a dismal 3-6
overall and 2-3 in the league.
Murray will get a stern test
Saturday when the Racers
make the short jaunt to
Clarksville to face Austin
Peay, a 21-9 winner Saturday
over Middle Tennessee.
Racer Men Take Dual
Meet Win Over SEMO
The Murray State University cross country team ended its
regular season Saturday on a successful note by winning a 22-
35 dual meet over host Southeast Missouri.
Junior Englishmen Brian Rutter and Martyn Brewer came
across the finish line together to tie for first place. Both were
timed in 24:32 over the five-mile course.
Ed White of Southeast Missouri was third, finishing in
24:53. Freshman Englishman Richard Charleston of the
Racers took fourth in 25:37 then SEMO took the next two'
places as Mike Bridwell was tied for fifth with Rick
McGowan in 25:48.
Jimmy Colon and Mike Vowell of the Racers took the next
two places to round out the Racers' top five. Colon was seven-
th in 26:11 and Vowell eighth in 26:31.
Harry Waltrip of SEMO took ninth in 28:48.
'Rounding out the field was Tony Keener of the Racers, 10th
in 27:01; Kevin Perryman of the Racers, lith in 27:14; Steve
Walezeak of SEMO, 12th in 27:28; Mitch Johnson of the
Racers, 13th in 27:48; Al Varne,y Mitchell of SEMO. 14th in
28:42 and Mark Castelli of Southeast Missouri, 15th in 2$:19.
The Racers will be at Clarksville Saturday morning to run
in the Ohio Valley Conference Championships.
Western Kentucky is favored to win the title while East
Tennessee should finish second and the Rapers third. Rutter
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If the college football - pic-
hilt ha - you confused,
io..i4irie how the bowl people
,.1 Of all the vacant berths
ir it. don't automatically go to
cia.ft rence champs, only Pitt
in tli- Orange Bowl against the
Big Eight king seems set.
Of 'he so-called big four
bowls —Rose, Orange, Cotton,
Sugar --that apparently leaves
two open spots—one in the
Cotton, one in the Sugar—with
four tealr",s in the run-
ning...and two of them going
to be shut out.
The fiiur attractive ,teams
are the Michigan-Ohio' State
Big Ten loser, the UCLA-
Southern Cal Pacific-8 loser,
undefeated Maryland and
once-beaten Notre Dame.
The picture is getting a
little clearer, but it's still
pretty mixed-up," says one
bowl official.
If the status remains quo—
i.e., the rankings don't change
too much over the next few
weeks--look for second-
banked Pitt and T-ony-Dorsett
to wind up in Miami. The
Orange Bowl payoff, roughly 
$1$1 million per team, trails only
the Rose Bowl, which, Of
course, has the Big Ten and
Pac-8 champs locked up.
Dorsett, the all-time rushing
king, ran for 241 yards and two
touchdowns in boosting his
career total to 5,447 as the
Panthers downed Syracuse 23-
13. Pitt has an 8-0 mark and
doesn't figure to be severly
tested by Army or West
Virginia before the bowl
deadline.
The Panthers are idle Nov.
20, finishing against tough
Penn State Nov. 26. By then,
• though, their Miami reser-
vations should be signed and
• sealed. '
The Big Ten and .Pac-8
losers might be more at-
tractive to the Cotton and
Sugar Bowls than an unbeaten
Maryland team. The fifth.
ranked Terrapins also stand 8-
0 following A 24-14 triumph
over Kentucky but they are
hampered by a patsy schedule
and an injury to star runner
. Sieve Atkins. . .
Ohio State and Michigan
boast famous, headline-
making coaches, Southern Cal
has a super runner in Ricky
Bell and Notre Dame and




remained deadlocked for the
Big Ten lead with lopsided
victories. The No. 1
Wolverines routed Minnesota
45-0 while the Buckeyes pulled
away from a 12-7 halftime
struggle to crush Indiana 47-7.
Meanwhile, t'hird-rankedr
UCLA and No. 4 Southern Cal
continued their battle for Pac-
8 honors and the Rose Bowl's
host spot. The Bruins turned
back Washington 30-21 as
Theotis Brown galloped for 220






while Southern Cal defeated
California 20-6. Both teams
haVe 4-0 league records.
Notre Dame, ranked No. 11,
had a rougher time than
expected in defeating Navy 27-
21 and the once-beaten Irish
can control their own bowl
destiny. A victory over
Alabama on Nov. 13 probably
will mean a major bid; a loss,
with Southern Cal remaining
to be played in Los Angeles on
Nov. 27, and they can probably
forget it.
"Notre Dame is the real
swing team in the whole
tbing," says oubcel veteran.
"If they're 9-1 with USC to go,
I think one of the big bowls will
gamble on them."
• . -
If they lose to Alabama, it's
unlikely the proud Irish will
say yes to anything smaller
than the Gator Bowl...and
even that might depend on the
caliber of the opponent.
Sixth-ranked Texas Tech
remained unbeaten—and. tied
for the Southwest Conference
lead with No. 14 Arkansas—by
coming from behind to beat
No. 15 Texas 31-28 on Billy
Taylor's touchdown plunge in
the final period.
Arkansas kept pace with
Tech for the host spot in the
Cotton Bowl by whomping
Rice 41-16 as Roh Calcagni
scored one touchdown and set
up two others. Tech and
Arkansas meet on Nov. 27.
Seventh-ranked Georgia
took a break from.
Southeastern Conference
action—the SEC champ goes
to the Sugar Bowl—and
Pro Football
Standings




W L T Pct. PF PA
Balt 6 1 0 .857 203 114
N Eng 5 3 0.625201154
Miami 4 4 0.500152153
Buff 2 6 0.250151161
NY Jets 2 6 0.250 69 206
Central Division
6 2 0 .750 192 1(12
4 3 0 .571 128 103
4 4 0 .500 181 116
4 4 0 .500 154 208
Western Division
Okld 7 1 0.815167157
Deny 4 4 0.500177112
S Diego rl 4 4 0 .500 160 164
Kan City 3 5 0 .375 178 232
TPa Bay 0 8 0.000 75184
NATIONAL CONFERENCE .
Eastern Division
Dallas 7 1 0 .875 201 116
S Louis 6 2 0 .750 197 159
Wash 5 3 0 .625 154 144
Phila 3 5 0 .375 107 159
NY Gts 0 8 0.000 76 175
Central Division
Minn 6 1 . 1 .813 165 86
Dtrt 4 4 0 .500 155 104
Chcgo 4 4 0 .500 128 116
Gn Bay 3 5 0 .375 120 175
' Western Division
L.A. 6 1 1 .813 176 106
S Fran 6 2 0 .750 176 86
N Orins 2 6 0 .250 131 164
Atinta 2 6 0.250 87 153
Stle 1 7 0 .125 118 249
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 10, New York
Giants 0
New York Jets 19, Buffalo 14
Kansas City 28, Tampa Bay
19
Miami 10, New England 3
Atlanta 23, New Orleans 20
Pittsburgh 23, San Diego 0
Cincinnati 21, Cleveland 6
Detroit 27, Green Bay 6
• Chicago 14, Minnesota 13
St. Louis 23, San Francisco
20, OT
Dallas 20, Washington 7
Oakland 19, Denver 6
Los Angeles 45, Seattle 6
Monday's Game


















trimmed No. 20 Cincinnati 31-
17. Meanwhile, No. 12 Florida,
the SEC Mader, ran its league
mark to 4-0--Georgia is 3-1—
with a 24-19 decision over
Auburn. Georgia and Florida
hook up next Saturday.
The frantic Big Eight
scramble was reduced from a
five-way tie to a mere triple
deadlock among ninth-ranked
Nebraska, No. 16 Oklahoma
State and No. 19 Colorado.
Nebraska drubbed Kansas 31-
3, Oklahoma State squeaked
past No. 10 Missouri 20-19
behind Terry Miller's 228
riohing yards after trailing 16-
.0 in the third period and
Colorado bumped oft No. 13
Oklahoma 42-31. The setback
made_ defending _national
champion Oklahoma a two-
time loser for the first time
since 1970.
TENNIS
PARIS — American Eddie
Dibbs won the Paris Indoor
Tennis Open, defeating Jaime
Fillol of Chile 5-7, 6-4, 6-4, 7-6 in
a match that lasted more_than
three hours.
VIENNA — Poland's Wojtek
Fibak upset Mexican Raul
Ramirez 6-7, 6-3, 6-4, 2=6, 6-1,
winning the Grand Prix tennis
tournament in the Vienna
Stadt and earning $5,000 and
40 Grand Prix points.
CONFERENCE CHAMP — Koren Weis of the Murray State
women's tennis team claimed a KWIC title in both the sinks
and the doubles aver the weekend in the league championships
held at MSU.
(Staff Moat* by Mks Brood's)
Kentucky First, MSU
Second In KWIC Play
The University of Kentucky
mopped through singles
competition Sunday afternoon
to capture the championship
in the Kentucky Women's
Intercollegiate Conference




things worked out perfectly
for Racer tennis -coach Nita
Head. Going into the last day,
Kentucky had 14 points,
Western 13 and Murray 10 and
it appeared the Racers would
have to settle for third.
But because of the
dominance in the singles by
UK, Murray was able to pass
Western and finish second.
Kentucky finished with 30
points while Murray had 16,
Western 15, Eastern Kentucky
8, Morehead 3 and Louisville
did not win a match.
In regular season play,
Western had defeated UK 7-2
in a dual match and Western,
which won the tourney last




In the number one singles,
second-seeded Karen Weis of
the Racers defeated Nancy
Coppola of Eastern 6-3 and 7-6
while in the number one
doubles, Weis teamed with
Sindy Macovik to claim a title
by w inning. 6-7, 6-4 and 6-2 over
the Western duo of Katie
Strozdas and Shelly Fredlake.
In the number three
doubles, the Racers' duo of
Lyn Martin and Ann Bess
made it to the finals where
they lost to Kathy Cassidy and
Betsy Jones of Kentucky, the
Wildcat duo winning 6-7, 6-4
and 7-5.
The only doubles matches
that didn't directly involve the
Racers was at number_ two
where Susan Nolan and Janis
Mucci defeated Kathy Ferry
and Suzanne Johnson of
Western 5-7, 6-4 and 6-4. Had
the UK duo of Nolan and
Mucci lost that match,
Western would have finished
second and Murray third.
In other singles play, Jackie
Gibson of Kentucky won a
tough 7-6, 7-5 championship at
number two, defeating Sindy
Macovik of Murray State.
Kentucky won the other four
singles spots. At ntunber
three, Lisa Scheper won 7-6
and 7-6 over Kathy Ferry of
Western while at four, Mucci
took a 6-3, 6-1 victory over
Suzanne Johnson of Western.
In the number five singles,
Kathy Cassidy of Kentucky
won 6-4, 6-0 and 6-2 over
Tarrie Mudwilder of Western
Harrodsburg's Parks
Rushes For 406 Yards
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
.High.school football heads into
its final full weekend on the
heels of the best individtral
performance of the season by
a prep player, Harrodsburg's
Henry Parks.
Parks amassed a staggering
406 yards in 22 rushes and
scored seven touchdowns to
lead top-ranked Harrodsburg
of State A to a 53-0 shellacking
of Berea. His 44-point outburst
gives him 170 points in In-
stalls and a wide lead in the
state scoring race.
While Parks was, in a single
night, enjoying what would be
a commendable season for
most players, several ranked
teams clinched playoff berths.
But a top-ranked unbeaten
was upset.
Corbin, No. 1 in State AA,
lost its first game in nine
starts by falling to Lexington
Tales Creek 24-7. Robert
Pitman scored twice for the
winners.
The other three top-ranked
teams joined Harrodsburg on
the winning side of the ledger.
. af JmfPrson County
AAAA won its 10th and most
impressive decision with a 17-
0 whipping of No. 2 Bishop
David. Quarterback Brandon
Barth scored both Shamrock
touchdowns.
With quarterback Doug
Beard running for three
scores, Bowling Green of State
AAAA clinched a playoff nod
by bombing Hopkinsville 37-6.
thus eliminating fifth-ranked
Paducah Tilghman from the
playoff picture.
-Dave Smith and Mika
Iickard each scored twice as
Erlanger Lloyd of State AAA
won its 10th straight with a 41-
0 rout of Campbell County..
Three other ranked teams
were beaten last weekend,
with No. 5 Frankfort of State A
blanking No. 4 Owen County in
a showdown for a playoff spot.
Fourth-ranked Lexington
Lafayette of State AAAA,
prepping for Friday's game
with Lexington Henry Clay
that will award the winner a
playoff spot, manhandled -No.
3 Owensboro Catholic 51-18,
while Ashland spanked fourth-
ranked Newport Catholic 21-7.
BOWLING
CLEVELAND — Mark Roth
of New York retained the lead,
57 pins ahead of Paul Colwell
of Tucson, Ariz., after the
fourth round of the $60,000
-Northern Offlo.:0Sen bowling
tournament. -
while at six, Eietay Jones of
UK won 4-6, 6-1 and 6-0 over
Tut Hayes of Western.
Murray State concludes its
successful season with the
surprising second-place finish
and in regular season play, the
Racer women netters finished
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Cavaliers Romp Jazz
But Fitch Not Happy
— !Sy Tire AssoellaleePieresPiaii=.7440.,ejtit peWig6,
Bill Fitch is a hard man to Detroit Pistons 121-101 and the pumped in pOints and--
please. Maybe that's why his Seattle SuperSonics topped Russell added eight as the
Cleveland Cavaliers are a the Atlanta Hawks 126-112. Lakers outscored the Pistons
hard team to beat. Led by Smith, Cleveland put by 15 points and moved into a
Always the perfectionist, seven men in double figures, decisive 97-77 lead after three
Fitch was not even happy offsetting a 27-point per- periods.
after a 106-92 victory over the SuperSonics 126, Hawks 112
New Orleans Jazz Sunday, Forward Bruce Seals scored
night. 21 points, leading Seattle over
"We only played seven good Atlanta. The victory was the
minutes," said Fitch after SuperSonics' third straight
unbeaten Cleveland's fifth Seattle Coliseum triumph this
victory of the National season and their 19th
Basketball Association consecutive regular-season
season. "There are a lot of victory at home over two
areas we're going to have to seasons.
be better in. We had too many
—turnovers (164. That's what
really rankles me."
Despite the impressive
matgin of victory, the Cavs
almost faltered. They dropped
their guard in the last quarter
and lost r_nost of a big lead
before regrouping.
This lack of killer instinct
upset the highly-critical Fitch.
"The worst thing to do is get
a belt-and-suspenders attitude
with a 15-point lead," Fitch
said. "You should keep
running, but you've got to be
smart."
One thing Fitch couldn't
complain about was the
rebounding. For the fifth
straight game, the Cavs
topped their opponents in that
department—this time by a 57-
48 margin.
"There's no team in the
league deeper than we are,"
noted Bobby Smith,
Cleveland's high scorer with
17 points.
In other NBA games, the
formance by the Jazz' Pete
Maravich. The Cavaliers hit
11 of -.their first 12 shots,
jumping into a 25-11 lead with
4:37 left in the first period.
Maravich scored 14 of his
game-high total during a
third-quarter spurt that
brought the Jazz-within 66-58,
midway through the period.
But center Jim Chones con-
-nected on two quick-jumpers
for the Cavs, who took a.13-
point lead by 4he end of the
third period and coasted the
rest of the way.
Lakers 121, Pistons 101
Los Angeles forwards
Cazzie Russell and Don Ford
sparked a 37-point outburst in
the third quarter as the
Lakers rolled past Detroit.
Player Suspended
IAN BOIT AP) — The
Detroit Red Wings announced
Sunday that defenseman
Bryan Watson has been
suspended indefinitely by
Clarence Campbell, president
of the National Hockey
League.
-The suspension resulted
from-a brawl during Saturday
night's game against the
Chicago Black Hawks. Keith
Magnuson of the Black Hawks




— Actor Paul Newman,
driving a Triumph TR6, won
the Sports Car Club of
America's D Production title,












Come browse at the brightest spot in Murray
WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING
And discover a nice new feeling tonight The feeling
high fashion lighting creates
In our Lighting Center yOu II see practically every-
thing imaginable in lighting From Crystal chande-
liers to table lamps
You II see exciting interior and exterior stylings
French Italian Spanish Victorian colonial to coil
temporary Formal or country manor Don t worry
about price chandeliers start below twenty dollars
When yOU come in. take yOur time and really look
around Touch things turn lights on and off Talk to
our consultantS about the lighting in your home
• After all you re just browsing .
And maybe you II leave with a bright idea
- Showrooms and Service counter Open Monday Nov. 1st, 1976
• 
FOR 
HOURS: 7 00 - 5 00, M F 9 00 - 5:00 Sat.
Alik LADK TI/Oil-IS LIGHTING AT 
1,1•ISTN/,‘ /yr
PICKENS
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FINAL WEEK - The Murray High Tigers had a tough 14-7 win Friday night over Henry County to boost the season record to 11-1.
The Tigers will close out regular season play on the road Friday with a key Class 2-A District encounter with Todd County. It will
be a battle of the backs Friday with Lindsey Hudspeth (22) matched up with Troy Snardon of Todd. Snardon had 350 yards this
past Friday as Todd won over Trigg County. Other Tigers in the picture of Friday's game include Ken Perkins (34), David Caffrey
(79), Tim Lane (67) and Roger Grogan (12).
(Staff Photo by Berry Drew)
Tarkenton Gets Record
But Vikings Lose Game
By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
Fran Tarkenton and the
Minnesota Vikings came in
from the cold-and they Came
in as losers.
Until Sunday, Johnny
Unitas had passed for more
yards thAn anyone else in the
history of the National
Football League. Tarkenton
took care of that matter.
And until Sunday, only the
Vikings were unbeaten this
year. TheXhieago Bears took
care of that matter, nipping
-thern 1443 in nippy, 'windy
Soldier Field.
The Bears couldn't kick in
that earlier loss, when they,
missed two extra-point.
attempts. They didn't have
anything to kick about this
time. •




delivered copy of The
Murray Lodger & Times by
5:30 p.m. blooday-Friday or
by 3:30 pa. ea Saiwitys
are urged to call 753-1916
berwriis 5:30 pa. and 6
p.m., Monday-Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sitar
days, to insure delivery of
the newspaper. Calls most
be placed by S pa. week-
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
guirartee delivery.
Dallas downed Washington 20-
7, St. Louis edged San
Francisco 23-20 in overtime,
Detroit dumped Green Bay 27-
6, Miami beat New England
. 10-3, Philadelphia shut out the
New York Giant S 10-0, Pitt-
sburgh defeated San Diego 23-
0, Cincinnati downed
Cleveland 21-6, Oakland
• overhauled Denver .19-6, Los
Angeles slugged Seattle 45-6,
the New York Jets beat
Buffalo 19-14, Atlanta topped
New Orleans 23-20 and Kansas
City tripped Tampa Bay 28-19.
Houston is at Baltimore
tonight.
Tarkenton, who scored the
only Minnesota touchdown on
, a two-yard rollout, completed
24 of 45 passes for 272 yards.
That gave, him 40,421 . yard-
s-that's nearly 21 miles-in
his career to Unitas' 40,239.
 But it was hardly a
consolation. "It means
-ridtfiiitg,' he said. "1-C4Si-1T
• thinking about breaking  _ the
retord today. Hell, I only
needed 91 yards and knew I
would get that sometime."
The other thing the Vikes
got on the scoreboard_ were a
pair of 24-yard Fred Cox field
goals. What really got them,
though, was a 17-mile-an-hour
wind.
Neil Clabo, trying to kick
into that wind, shanked a pair
of punts. Both resulted in
Chicago touchdowns. A 15-
yarder was followed instantly
by a 39-yard -Walter Payton
touchdown run in the first
period. Clabo's 16-yarder in
the fourth quarter gave the
Bears the. ball on the Min-
nesota 33 and they marched to
the game-winning TD, when
'Johnny. Musso ran three
yards, fumbled at the goal line
and recovered in the end zone.
And overjoyed Chicago
Coach Jack ,Pardee grinned:
"Now the Vikings have lost
one like everyone else in the It responded -with a vengeance
league." - -"-againgr the Patriots. Bob
ColVboys 20, Redskins 7 Griese's 16-yard TD pass to
Roger Staubach, playing Jim Mandich in the- second
with a taped broken pinky on period was the winning score.
his right hand, played better Eagles 10, Giants 0
than }rant quarterbacks with. John McVay Caine in as a
unbroken-fingers. , head coach the Way Am-
He completed 13 of 23 passes sparger went ouuza shutout
for 152 yards and also ran one _ loser. The Giants, Ao lost 27-0
yard for a touchdown. Doug to Pittsburgh a week ago,
Dennison scored from the Were blanked again as their
. three and Efren Herrera scoreless string stretched to 1




'offense to just- 124 offensive
-yards, 44 . of them on the
ground, and the Steelersble
open a close game with three
touchdowns in the final period. .
Bengals 21, Browns 6
Running back Boobie Clark.
who has often complained
about his lack of use in Cin-
cinnati's aerial-oriented
game, couldn't complain after
what he did to. the Browns.
Raiders 19, Broncos 6
Oakland struggled for three
vtetory in Washington since
1971.
-It's sore, but it wasn't a
factor," Staubach said of the
liroken pin'-' "I had no
trouble throwing the ball
alfhoughs I had to grip it dif-
ferently."
Cardinals 23, 49ers 20
The Cardinals remained one
game back of Dallas in the
National Conference East on
Jim Bakken's 21-yard field






From Nov. 1-7, the West Murray Church of Christ, meeting at Doran
Rd. and Holiday Dr., will be engaged in a gospel meeting. Ronald G.
Mosby, a preacher of considerable ability and conviction, will be
preaching in this gospel effort. The sermons will be true to the Bible,
easy to understand, and appealing to those who love God and hate
sin.
In this gospel effort there will he no "gimmicks" or artificial lures of-
fered as "bait" for the unsuspecting. No effort will be made to "sneak
up" on anyone! This is simply a sincere concerted effort to preach the
first century gospel to 20th century people. There will be no nightly
collections. We seek not yours, but you.
We believe the Bible to be the inspired word of God, that Christ is
able and willing to save the obedient, and that His plan of salvation is
depicted in the Holy scriptures. Hence, this gospel meeting will be
what the term implies; a meeting in which the gospel in its original
splendor, sufficiency, and simplicity will be ably presented. For these
reasons we say with God's servant cif'old, "Come thou with us, and
we will do thee good."
Services will begin at 7:30 nightly. Sunday
services will be at 10:00 a. m. for Bible study,
10:50 a. m. for morning worship,




Lions 27, Packers 6
Ray Jarvis and Greg
Landry teamed on touchdown-
pass plays of 74 and 13 yards,
rookie-Lawrence Gaines
scored on a 26-yard sprint and
rookie Bennie Ricardo kicked
two field-goals in the Lions'
rout of Green Bay.
Dolphins 10, Patriots 3
Bill Arnsparger returned to
head up the Dolphins' defense.
quarters. against second-place
Denver before Ken Stabler
brOke a 6-6 tie with a 31-y ard
touchdown pass to Fred
Biletnikoff.
Rams 45, Seabawks 6
The Rams moved back at4wp
the NFL West by one-half
game over . the 49ers by
routing Seattle. James Harris,
returning to action for the first
time, since an Oct. 11 shoulder.
injuiey, passed for, touchdowns
of 15 yards to Ron Jessie and
20 yards to Harold Jackson.
Jets 19, Bills 14
The Jets, who had beaten
only Buffalo through their
first seven games, did it to the
Bills again. Richard Todd,
starting in place of injured Joe
Namath, tossed a 20-yard TD
pass to David Knight.
Falcons 23, Saints 20
Scott Hunter entered the-
game in the second half and
passed for touchdowns of IT
yards to Alfred Jenkins and
five to Haskell Stanback that
.wiped out New Orleans' 14-0
lead,. then Stanback scored on
a one-yard plunge to snap
Allan; als. Jour-game losing
spin.
Chiefs 28, Bucs 19 -
Mike I,ivingston's pair of
third-quarter touchdown
passes woke. up Kansas City's
sluggish offense aganst
Tampa Bay, offsetting a pair
of ,Steve Spurrier touchdown
tosses for the winless Bucs in




3,1 lengths ahead of Hard But,
Fair to win the 812,000 Smart
Handicap at Suffolk Downs.
MIAMI - Cycyfyir k,ec.
83.60, the favorite, outdueled
longsbot Friendly Flower by
131 • lengths in winning the-










We stock the highest quality prescription products - fresh
and dependable.
We re known for our friendly, prompt and courteous service to
our customers.
Ample Free Parking right at our front door.
We buy the finest quality drugs in large quantities direct from
manufacturers to get the lowest possible prices and pass them
• on to you. These large purchases are made possible only be-
use of SAM-RITES tremendous volume of business.
•
FOR EVERYONE 60 OR OVER
OR IF YOU'LL BE 60 THIS YEAR.
IF YOU ARE A SENIOR CITIZEN, ASK HOW YOU
CAN ENROLL IN SAV-RITE S SENIOR CITIZEN
PRESCRIPTION PLAN AND ENJOY AN EXTRA
— 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PRESCRIPTIONS
•
BRING IN YOUR CURRENT -PRESCRIPTION REFILL BOTTLE WE WILL 'CALL
YOUR PHYSICIAN TO HAVE IT TRANSFERRED
HAVE YOUR PHYSICIAN REWRITE YOUR PRESCRIPTION AND BRING IT IN
TO SAV-RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
TELL YOUR PHYSICIAN THAT YOU WISH
TO HAVE YOUR PRESCRIPTION
TRANSFERRED TO SAV-RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER,
WE WILL THEN CALL YOUR PHYSICIAN
- AND ARRANGE FOR THE NEW
. PRESCRIPTION WHICH WILL BE READY
WHEN YOU COME IN TO PICK IT UP
DISCOUNT 11111.ti (ENTERS
Open Dgly Sunday 1-6
9 AM-9PM Phone 753-8304
:
.• I























See Allen Jetton - Parts Manager
Ask a Neighbor about our
Service Department
"Pleasing You-Pleases Us//"
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All WEEK!
, TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 247-6010 PHONE 753-7151 AFTER 5 PM







Too Much In Any Year?
If you contribute more than the
ma)(imoin,allowable in any year, .a 6% tax
will be idiposed on the excess contribution.
The tax will continue to be imposed until
you "undercontribute" in a later year.
Are My Contributions.
Tax Deductible?
For Federal income tax purposes, con-
tributions to an IRA are fully deductible
from gross income up to the maximum
allowed by law. You can deduct your con-
•tribution even though you don't itemize
deductions.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
first hand, how such an amount might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
SpitiLDGING TEAM—Members of the soil judging team at Murray State University,
which finished fourth in the team event of the Southeastern Regional Collegiate Soil
Judging Contest at Clemson University Oct. 22, are shown with their coach, Dr. John
Mikulcik (left), professor of agriculture. They are (left to right): David Meunier, Lone
Oak senior; Ed Bell, Trenton, N. I., senior; Eddie Wright, Farmington junior; Eddie
Billingsley, Goreville, Ill., senior and alternate Louie Peters, Princeton junior. Bell won
the top individual award in the contest, which included competition among about 60
individuals and 12 teams.
Murray State Team
Fares Well In Contest
Murray State University
fared well in the Southeastern
Regional Collegiate Soil
Judging Contest at Clemson
University on Friday, Oct. 22,
with the high score among
individual contestants and a
fourth place finish in the team
event.
Ed Bell, Trenton, N. J.,
senior, took the plaque for the
individual award and was one
of the members of the Murray
Sta‘e team. He was in corn-
Weyerhaeuser To Fund Awards
In 4-H Woodworking Program
CHICAGO- Beginning this
—iear:411-1 members who enjoy
woodworking projects will
have the support .and encour-
agement of Weyerhaeuser
Company. Tacoma, Wash.
The "Tree Growing Com-
pany" recently assumed spun-
. sorship_of the national 4-11
woodworking program, which
provides a full schedule of
awards to 4-H'ers _at national,
State and county levels.
Awards include educa-
tional scholarships of $800
each to six- national winners,
and expense-paid trips to the
55th Nationali 441 Congress,
Nov! 28-Dec. 2 in Chicago. to
one winner per state. In ad-
dition, up to four 4-H mem-
bers in each county can earn
medals of honor. The awards
• are provided through the Na-
tional 4-H Service Com-
mittee; Chicago.
Young people enrolled
during 1976 in a 4-H wood-
working project or activity
may be eligible for recog-
nition if they meet require-
ments set by the Cooperative
Extension Service, which con-
ducts the program.
The program is designed to
encourage an understanding
and appreciation of wood-
working as a leisure-time craft
and a profitable hobby.
4-Hers 9-19 can learn-by do-
ing to select and use appropri-
ately, Various types of wood
and wood products. They will
develop skills in the selection,
care and safe use of both
hand and power tools. And
they can explore career op-
portunities in woodworking
and related industries.
Harry 1 - . Morgan Jr., sen-
or viCe-president, operations,
Weyerhaeuser Company; said
the 4-II woodworking pro-
gram "provides thousands of
young people with the aware-
ness, knowledge and skills
needed to become effective
participants in the manage-
ment of tomorrow', torest.
We feel it is important for
people to, bc aware of flk.LA of
wood fiber from the managed
forest, through the manufac-
turing process and into the
thousands of consumer prod-
ucts which are part of our
everyday life." . .
Weyerhaeuser Company is
principally engaged in the
growing and harvesting of
timber, and the manufacture,
distribution and sale of forest
products. The company is
also the world's largest home
builder.
More information on the
national 4-H wood working
awards program is available
from county extension
agents.
petition with about 60 other
collegians from 12 schools for
individual honors.
Other members of the
Murray State team sponsored




4:orevil1e, Ill., .senior; Dave
Meunier, Lone Oak senior;
and alternate Louie Peters,
Princeton -junior. Murray'
State accumulated 1,296 points
to finish fourth in the 12-team
field.
North Carolina- State
University won the-team event
with 1,324 points, followed by
the University of Kentucky in
second place with 1,323 points,
the University of Georgia in
third place with 1,316 points,
and Murray State in fourth
place.
Other participating schools
in the order of finish were the
University of Tennessee in
Knoxville, Auburn University,
the University of Tennessee at
Martin, West Virginia
University, University of
Florida, Tennessee Tech, Fort
Valley State College, and
Tennessee State.
Dr. John Mikulcik,
professor of agriculture, is the
coach of the Murray State
team. He was assisted in the
preparation of the team by
Beth Schuler of Sandusky,
Ohio, a graduate assistant in
agronomy.
Murray State is scheduled to
be the host school for the
regional soil judging contest
next fall.
Schools which have a four-
year curriculum in
agriculture in any of nine
Southern states and Puerto
Rico are eligible for the
competition sponsored by the
Studer.t Activities Subdivision
of the American Society of
'Agronomy. Collegiate soil
judging had its beginning in






ALLIS.CHALMERS AND NEW IDEA DEALER
PARIS, TIENNIES•RE MGR.: FRANK COLE
PHONE 642-1242 OWNER: JIM AUSTIN
Service is Our Business
Polls Showi
W E
When It Comes To Making
Money For Hog Producers!
Just Ask Any of More Than 80,000
Who Sell to 68 Markets in Seven States!








FRANKFORT, Ky. - A
well-known breeder of quarter
horses has relocated his Julia
Rhea Ranch from Illinois to a
60-acre site near Grand
-Rivers, in Western Kentucky. •
Charles "Chet" Badger said
the -move has enabled his
family to better regulate their
coal transfer company while
also pursuing interests in the
quarter horse industry. With
some 25 brood mares,
yearlings and weanlings, the*
Badgers have a full-fledged
business in quarter horses, he
pointed out. Although quarter
horses are a versatile breed,
the Julia Rhea stock are
raised solely for racing.
A Julia Rhea yearling filly
recently sold for $87,000, the
top price paid at the All-
American Yearling Sale in
New Merlco. 'Badger 'noted'
that a good market exists for
quarter-horse with top blood
-tines.
Quarter racing in Kentucky
has been dormant since 1972
but signs point to an
awakening interest in the
breed, Badger said. He is on a
four-man board of directors
with the Kentucky affiliate of
Quarter Racing Owners of
America QROA The
national organization based in
Fort Worth, Texas, has some
700 members in 16 states.
Badger said QROK is hoping
to obtain Kentucky racing
dates in 1977, preferably in the
Louisville area. "I think
quarter racing soon will catch
on in Kentucky. The best
results have.ceme from tracks
in the Southwest where
thoroughbred races have been
held in conjunction with
quarter races," he explained.
The 1968 Kentucky General
Assembly established a
Quarter Horse and Appaloosa
Commission to promote and
regulate the breed.
Parirnutual racing at Latorna
in Northern Kentucky
followed from 1969-72 but the
concept of quarter horse
meets in thoroughbred
kingdom was apparently too




Race Course in Louisville,
said steps were made toward
improvement of quarter
racing in Kentucky although
Latonia lost money during the
• Need some new menu ideas?
There's a host-of tasty thoughtsin the Sausage Sampler. Foryour copy send 25 cents in coinand your name and address to:Dept. FSC. 6733 West 65th St.,
Chicagk III. 60638.
venture. "There is definitely a
future for racing ... time is the




headed by Chairman Don
Bennett, of Utica in Daviess
County; 'James Scarbrough,
Carrollton; Charles Wathen,




as chairman early this year to
become the commission's full-
time executor director.
The state commission must
approve all requests for
racing dates.
Since becoming executive
director Heflin has traveled
throughout the state looking
for quarter horse owners and
breecttrtiteorasa member of
the steering committee that
brought quarter families
together last spring to form
the QROK.
The state Quarter Horse and
Appaloosa Commission is
located in the state Cabinet for
Public Protection and
Regulation, along with the
Kentucky State Racing
Commission thoroughbreds
and the Kentucky Harness
Racing Commission. James







305 N. Olt St.
Marray, Ky. 753-5602
It's more than the break of a new day. It
brings the promise of new prosperity. For'
there's a new awareness of America's agri-
culture, and it's high time. If you're a farmer
or a rancher, look to your Production Credit
man for financial fuel. Providing credit ser-
vices for 'a rising
farm enterprise is his
business.
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Top Quality Brown
Swiss To Sell Here
Over 70 head of registered
Brown .-Smii§4.,..aatile ..frum
seventeen states will sell in
the Kentucky National Show
and Sale at Louisville, Ken-
tucky on Saturday, October 30.
To take place in the Kentucky
State Fair And Exposition
Center, the show will begin at
9:00 a.m. and the sale will
open at 12:00 noon in
Newmarket Hall at the same
location.
Cooperatively sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture and the Kentucky
Brown Swiss Association, this
sale is being managed by
Brown Swiss Enterprises,
Inc., the marketing arm of the
Brown Swiss Cattle Breeders'
Association of America.
The event, which is one of
five such purebred dairy
cattle shows sponsored an-
nually by the breed
associations and the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture, is
designed to promote the
nation's dairy cattle business
through recognition of the
industry's finest animals. The
Brown Swiss Show is the
oldest of the five, the first
being held in 1962.
All consignments have met
above national breed average
standards for both production
and type. Offered in this sale
are 5 "Excellent" and 11
"Very Good" cows. In ad-
dition 10 of the offspring
selling are from cows
classified. "Excellent" an,d 54
from cows rated "Very
Good." This is a record for
excellence in production and
type for this show and sale
event series. Selling in this
outstanding group of cattle
will be 34 cows, 28 bred and
open yearling heifers and 13
junior and senior calves. The
calves...were chosen
with 4-H and FFA project
work in mind. Two very,
promising young bulls with
depth of pedigree, backed by
Proven Plus sires and records
of , production and
classification, will also sell in
the auction.
Brown Swiss, probably the
oldest of our present day
breeds of dairy cattle, were
first introduced into the
United States over 100 years
ago. According to Marvin L.
Kruse, Secretary-Treasurer of
the national Brown Swiss
Association, the "Big Brown
Cow" is being sought because
she hat proven her ability to
produce and reproduce under
a wide range of conditions.
Green Pastures Rayetta
529870, a cow which sold at the
1969 Kentucky National
Brown Swiss Show and Sale,
holds the breed's highest 305
day and 365 day, records of
31,580 lbs. milk, 4.01-per cent
1,226 lbs. fat and 35,780. lbs.
milk, 4.0 per cent 1,424 lbs.lat,
respectively.
Cattle in the Kentucky
National Show and Sale have
been , selected from 65 out-
standing herds in 17 states.
This is a record for nation-





1 Commentary On Issues And EventsBreaking Groundritten B Gar) HuddlestonKa. Farni Bureau Federation
By Gary ifuddieston
Listen up, class.
It's time for the nest in-
stallment of the nevertx1Pig-
horror story, "The frethr she-
the Farmers."
You remember the last
chapter. That was when
OSHA, the safety boys,
decided that no tobacco patch
or hayfield would be complete
without a portable potty and a
handwashing basin.
Thought that was funny,
huh? Now it's EPA's turn.,
It seems that EPA, that's
the Environmental Protection
Agency, has issued PEPS 5,
that's Pesticide Enforcement
Policy Statement No. 5,
which addresses the use of
registered pesticides for the
control of agricultural pests,
that's bugs and weeds, not on
the label.
But let's go hack to the
beginning. One day about a
year ago, an especiallyon-the-
ball bureaucrat, in the process
of deciding how best to control
the use of certain farm
chemicals, decided that a
pesticide label ought to list all
pests to ,be controlled by a
product.
And if somebody at the.
chemical company forgot to
list a certain little bug, or a
certain - kind of pesky grass,
that's just too bad, the
bureaucrat decided. Another
label will take care ofthem.
But then something hap-
pened that shook EPA from
the bug listers to the weed
wilters. A farmer found out he
had a bug that didn't appear
on anybody's label.
In other words, according to
the rules, it was illegal to use
on full wasokbyb_riftlisiwever. any registered pesticide on tile_
reduced grain yields.
Early season corn yields may
get a big boost if a simple pro-
cedure devised by farm re-
searchers pans out.
Scientists at the University of
Minnesota boosted grain yields
48 percent by snipping the tops
off of corn plants when. they
reached a height of four or five
inches..
While agronomists aren't yet
recommending the practice to
farmers, they do think the- re-
search is promising.
It's speculated that the larger
grain yields result from the fact
that energy normally used for
leaf growth goes into kernel
development instead.
The same cutting treatment
.•
Seeds Of Agriculture _
Henry L. Ellsworth, who be-
creme the first U.S. commission-
er of patents in 1836, personally
paid for distribution of seeds
and plants to U.S. farmers to
encourage agriculture's growth
Tarmer's bug. He wasn't on
the label, man, he wasn't on
the label.
What am Ito do, the farmer
queried, this unlabeled bug
has a terrific appetite. '
Not wanting to be caught
without an answer, the
bureaucrat told the farmer,
• 
Buy New Ford Tractors & Implements
NO INTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1977 
1st Payment January, 1978
ac
EgwOmen,
Here are a few customer advantages —
• Interest Free - Use equipment six months at Ford's ex-
pense. • Take Advantage - Of year-end investment tax credit. •
Beat Inflation - Buy at this year's prices, Pay with next year's
dollars. • Use - Present equipment equity as down payment.





Phone 247-7408 Highway 45 Mayfield, Ky.
 •
Indoor Tractor Pull
November 4-5-6 7:00 p.m.
Exposition Center, Murray, Ky.
Farm Pull
Nov. 4




















Garden Tractor Pull - Sat. 2:30 p.m. Tidies sz Coin Geis
Information 1-502-753-91 17
Ticket Sales - Nov. 4 at gate only $3 Children $1.50
Adv. Reserved Seats - Nov. 5-6 $4.50 Children $1.75
Please Send Self Addressed Stamped Envelope
Alpha Gamma Rho








"Go to your neighbor's farm
and find a bug that is on the





bureaucrats -sensed that this
kind of answer didn't sound
very legal, or technical, or
bureaucratically and
regulatorially sound. So they
called up the rule-writing
section and ordered up a new
section of • the rules to be
written. It would be entitled,
"Use of Registered Pesticides
• for the Control of Pests not
_Named_ on _the Label in.
Agriculture and other Non- •
structural Pest Control."
Just beautiful, the EPA'ers
sighed, and they went home
that evening and ate a hearty
supper, with visions of a new
regulation dancing in their
heads.
After a few months, the rule
writers gave birth. It was
called, affectionately, PEPS
It took care of all the bugs
that weren't. listed on labels.
And how.
The farmer, when en-
countering a non-labeled bug
or weed, also known in the rule
as an "improbable, unan-
ticipated or other infrequently
occurring pest," has only to
gain written permission from
a knowledgeable expert and
he can go right ahead-AMllki l
unlakeled bugs and weeds.
And what is a
knowledgeable expert? EPA
says it is anyone with six
years practical experience in
application of the pesticide in
question, or three years ex-
calf rising-to the occasion. You
can't say the EPA'ers aren't
imaginative. You can't argue
that.they're not working.
rzsitnd how about those people
from the American Farm
Bureau. In a rather unfriendly
letter to the EPA, they ac-
tually suggested that the new
rule, PEPS 5, as well as the
Did rules, PEPS 1-4, were
absurd.
The process is meaningless,
FB wrote, it is a nonanswer to
a nonquestion, is a misin-
terpretation of the law and
will be greeted by widespread
noncompliance.
_NOW lhaidoes sound almost
hostile doesn't it?
And then this last suggestion
that the Farm Bureau folks
wrote. EPA should consult





Something about taking ad-
vantage of their expertise.
Imagine that. Bureaucrats
asking the opinion of farmers.
Why that sounds downright
crooked.
And besides that, with the
backlog of rules to write, who
in Washington's got the time?
"N.
4-H'ers Spice Meals With Dilled Green Beans
CHICAGO-Dined green
beans are a variation on the
usual methods of-canning and
freezing, says a foods and
nutrition specialist.
Easy to prepare, they add
a taste treat to family meals.
Or, stash them away for
Christmas giving; suggests Sal-
ly Cobk, Texas Agricultural
Extension Service.
DILLED GREEN BEANS








6 small cloves garlic
Wash beans and remove
stem end. Heat vinegar, water
and salt to boiling. Place a
piece .of dill, pod of pepper
and clove of garlic in each jar.
Pack beans in jars to within
one' inch of tdp. Pour boiling
—Maid over the-teans:-CTase.
Process in boiling water bath
20 minutes. Start to count'
processing time as soon as hot
jars are placed into the
actively boiling water. Store
at least three weeks before
using.
4-Weis across the country
are learning to can and freeze
theu favorite foods in the na-
tional 4-11 food preservation
program „,..eonducted by the
Cooperative Fxtension Serv-
ice. •
• Girls and boys '4-1'4
successfully preserve top
quality vegetables and fruits
from their own gardens, or
locally grown produce in
,Youth in
-Agriculture
, Hogs Make A Winner
HogAsLarENeAbNeaDulttilfuAl,'_;'A The Future Farmers -oft ieas-t
America (FFA) is the no
that's the way they lod3/4.,t0 tional organtiatinn of high
Dirk Webb, a 20-year oi.,school students preparing forperience plus a bachelor's . member of the Future Farm- careers in agricultural pro.
dt. gr. e e  Str....tw_Q _years. and. a-- -1146- 44—AM411640111.- -41114--eurrent- rtatahorNarad -tigrtbusinels. To-
masters, or one year ex- winner of the National FFA day. lkere are neaily half a
perience and a doctorate. Swine Production Proficiency' million ',ETA members in




crop and livestock farm near culture. The F . National
Elk City, Oklahoma, where he Center is jn Alexandria. t'a
has his owri 'swine breeding .
and feeding operation • 
,
A member of the Elk City Trip SouvenirsFFA Chapter, Dirk got serious
about the hog business after. 
Can Threatenhe enrolled in vocational agri-
culture. Winning the National
FFA Swine Production A-a
ward, sponsored .by the Pfizer U.S. Crops
Agricultural Division, capped Don't think too unkindly . •
"My wheat's running a fe%cr, 
four years of steady. growth a federal inspector who turt,
and my cotton's hypertensive" 
and improvementain Webb's thumbs down on that extm•
That might sound like the 
swine operations. Beginning
with 14 head an tail. Dirk 
looking plant you've brought
rantings of a farmer who's been steadily inereased his breed- 
tion.
back from your overseas vaca-
out in the sun too long, but it ing herd and his investment It may look innocent enough,could be a perfectly logical oh in buildings and equipment.
Recently he put the finishing 
but it could be carrying a,pestservation some day. 
Like doctors who rely on or disease that could endangerattauches on a new farrowing
temperature and blood pressure. U.S. plant and animal life. 'house that will enable him
readings to gauge patients' to farrow 25 sows undercod 
That's why federal quaran-
ditions,U.S. Agriculture Depart oneroof 
tines are placed on bringing in
rrient scientists are now.Making "I enjoy showing hogs." 
certain foreign plants. meats.
readings of plant 
ttemperature"and sap pressures: , 
says Dirk, who participates in 
fruits, vegetables, and products
several Oklalioma shows arinu- 
made from animal or plant
What they here to find Lre materials.
clues that Will show the soil- 
ally. "It's good for my pure-
bred business and I like- the 
Pests and diseases brought
which crop plants are growing. 
competition,- he explains as 
into this tuntry are serious_ moisture conditionsunder •o 
he ticks off some of the and 
costly 'threats to U S. crops.
TheSe-findings could be, impor awards his champion York- 
livestock, and 'forests
A sick parakeet. for exany
ture-related famines, pest out 
'.tant tools for predicting 'moo. shire hogs have captured.
breaks, and plant diseases 
Steady improvement in brought ' - •
Newcastle disease
the efficiency of his hogs has 
California in 1971. To eradi
throughout the world. 
,•
They also could help in dew: .. 
this high!! contagious disc..been a key to success for Dirk.
One of the best things I've federal and state 
officials 1.
crop and _ rangeland manage- Testing program at Oklahoma
done is to get into the Boar to slaughter more 
than 11 r
lion infested and exposed p•
oping information to improve
ment and to prevent excessne
soil erosion.
The scientists currently are
making thousands of tempera
Wee and sap pressure readings
in six Arizona wheat Plots kept
at-various stages of wetness.
Plant temperatures are taken
twice daily. with thermal infra
red scanners, the plant scien
tists' "thermometers." At the
Same time,. sap readings are
checked with a" pressure bomb'
Eventually scientists-believe
they'll be able to tell which
plants have adequate soil mots
ture—and which ones don't--
just by checking their temper,
ature.
Sap pressure — which Mali
cates the, amount of suction a
plant has to exert in -order to
draw moisture from tt.e soil--
is expected to be related to the
temperature reading.
By relating these data to the
normal water use. of various
crop plants, scientists may he
able to tell the amount of soil
moisture in the root zone (t
any particular crop.
, Since the thermal scanners
can be used either oh the ground
or frann the air, it's possible
this information could one day
be relayed back from satellites
While much research is still
to be done, scientists say crop
forecasting Would be one of
the prime benefits if their pro)
ect is successful._ my Dad." annuall y'
gram, Webb has increased feed
efficiency te , 2.5 lb. of feed
per lb. of grain, and litter size
now averages 11 pigs per sow.
Dirk hasn't confined his ef-
forts to the swine industry.
He's a leader an school too.
Now a junior in Agricultural
Education at Oklahoma State,
Dirk is Vice President of the
Agricultural Student Associa-
tion in the College of Agri-
culture. He iralso Secretary
of the Oklahoma State FFA
Alumni Association.
.7 a
• d  
As a result of his testing pro- More recently. larvae ,of'l
Mediterranean fruit fly a-,
discovered in figs, pears.
peaches hidden in passenger
luggage On a flight,f rum Rome
The flies have invaded the U s
four times, and each outbreak
cost taxpayers more than $20
million for eradication. If left
unchecked, the hug could cause
damage of $20 million yearly to
Florida citrus alone.
, To guard against such entries,
the USDA's Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service em-
ploys some 700 inspectors at
about /35 air, land, or sea ports
in the 13 S.
State University," says Dirk. try an pet birds
Citified 4-1Cers Increase
More than 14 percent of 4 II
Club members now live in cities
an suburbs with a population
in excess. of .50,000.
• • •
Mechanized Milestone
The first sleacessful, gasoline
tractor was built in 1892
still Public Enemy No. 1
t pests destroyWhile insee . 
about 30 percent of the world's
foodasupply each year. the
World Health Organizatioa
timates that 4 mdlaon human
deltba are caused by starvation
When he finishes cola
Dirk plans to teach vocation-
al agriculture for "three or
four years. Then I want to go
back to the farm," -says Dirk,
"and be as goad a _farmer as •
Easy to preserve, ddled green beans add a taste treat to family
meals year-round. Young people 9-19 learn successful canning
and freezing methods in 4-11 food preservation projects
supervised by the Cooperative Extension Service. Kerr Glass
Manufacturing Corporation encourages 4-H members with .
asds ate- -nniif-V041144
season. I her use tested,
recommended methods and
follow safety procedures to
prevent sPoilage before or
alter proceismg.
In practical 4-II food
preservation projects, young
people- can acquire new skills,
gain a sense of personal
accomplishment, help cut
family food costs, and enjoy
a supply of seasonal foods all
year.
As an added incantive. 4-11
members can work tor awards
donated by Kerr liisss
Manufacturing Corporation
for the 4Sth consecutive year.
SSOU ,,hol.ir•filp. go to
fl at lanai food preservation
v. inners. and an expense-paid
trip to National 4-11 Congress
is awarded to one '4-Wer in
each state. This year's
Congress, the 55th will be
held Nov. 2 li-Dec. 2 vi
Chicago.
As many as four 4-H
members per county can earn
medals of honor. All winners
are selected by the Extension
Sera ice._ 
%wards are arranged by
the National 4-H Service
Com 'linter. More informa-
tion on the program is avail-








Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404



















• Planning Assistance • Construction Service
• Full Line of Accessories




I. Stock Fie iresolint• Delivery
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4-
Sell-Out Crowd Expected For
Tractor Pull Here This Weekend
A sell-out crowd is expected
for the Alpha Gamma Rho
Indoor Tractor Pull, ac-
cording to Bill Cherry,
director of the Murray State
University West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center; the site for the pull,
and faculty advisor for the
Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity
at MSU. The pull will be held
November 4, 5, and 6,
beginning at 7:00 p. m. each
night. Prize money for the
three day event totals $6270.
Thursday, Nov, 4, will be a
• farnkclass pull. Classes to be
run this night include 5000 lb.
no turbo, 70001b. no turbo, 9000
lb. no turbo, 10,000 lb. stock
turbo, 12,000 lb. no turbo,
12,000 lb. stock turbo and
15,000 lb. stock turbo. Entry
fee for this night will lae $10.
Prize money for the farm
classes will be first place $25,
second place $20, third place
$10 and fourth place $5. In
addition to the cash prizes,
trophies will be awarded to the
top three finishers in each
class.
Tickets for this pull will be







5 Portico 4 Symbol for
9 Bitter vetch orOn
12 Slender 5 Spindie
13 Animal coat 6 Ban,
14 Tiny
Is Limb employ**7 Ancient
16 Form
17 Fruit














31 errata 27 South
33 Lampfeys .





























































S umber 45 Babylonian
Falsehood hero
Music ss 413 Symbotior
written tantalum '''
Cylindrical 50 Preposition
Omits from 53 Pronoun
pronunciation 54 Wooden
Arrang“ in vessel
folds 56 Man s name



























42 11143 f14 45 ii::§ 46
47 UI • •-•4* 30
1
51 Nil ..:K:i"„ is56 e65.46 IsAatu















Classes Friday night, Nov.
5, will be 5000 lb. super stock,
5000 lb. modified, 7000 lb.
modified; 9000 lb. super stock
and 12,000 lb. super stock.
The Saturday night classes
will be 7000 lb. super stock,
9000 lb. open, 12,000 lb. factory
equipped (24.5 tires limited,
no visual modification) and
15,000 lb. super stock. Entry
fee for Friday and Saturday
nights will be $15.
The Friday and Saturday
nights pulls will be sanctioned
by the KentuckyState Tractor
Pull Association and the
National Tractor Pull
Association.
...Prize money for the sanc-
tioned pulls will be first place
$225, second place $150, third
place $100, fourth $75, fifth $50,
sixth $25 and seventh $25.
Trophies will be awarded to
the top three places.
Tickets for Friday and
Saturday nights may be
purchased in advance. For
advance reserved seats, send
$4.50 for each ticket along with
a self-addressed stamped
envelope, to Alpha Gamma
Rho, •kactor Pull Tickets,
1807 Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Ky. 42071. For advanced
general admission tickets,
send $4.00 for each ticket to W.
M. Cherry, P. 0. Box 2173,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky. 42071. Tickets for
children 6-12 will be $1.75 at
the gate.




The Murray State University.




"NoBODY WON THE NOBEL PEACE
"TH6 YEAR."
1. Legal Notice
AS OF OCTOBER 28,
1976, I, Kerry Strode,
am no longer respon-
sible for any debts other
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must _ be Submitted









Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open . Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.






a.m.4 pin. Monday thru
Satur4y. Come see us for
yokr Wit wood, airplane
modes, utility- kniusti, -
model paint and brushes.
HO train sets and ac-
cessories. Lional and N-
guage track.





YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.





3 Catd 0) Thanks
WORDS FAIL US in our




and neighbors for every
gesture of kindness, and
sympathy shown us
during the illness and










special thanks to Rev. C,
E. Timberlake for his
many visits and his
words of comfort, to the
Dr.'s Cunningham,
Jones, ' Cook we will
always remember your
care and concern, to all
_ the nurses on the 7xid
and 4th floors for your
care and concern. We
share upon these things
as a source of comfort
and deepest ap-
preciation. May God







5 lost And Found
LOST PUPPY - 3
months old, full blooded









yours after 6 months
specialized training.
Earn $15,000 to
$35,000 a year in
management.
I will start you with
up to $1,000 a month
guaranteed, send you
to sehool for 3 weeks
expenses paid, train















nesday 9 a.m.4 p.m.
(502)442-7341.











- F4u11 tftne employment.
Prefer female. Send






per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 365-
3933, after 6 p. m.
TWO PART TIME





WANTED brick layers or
apprentice brick layers













route has 1,46 cigarette
machines, also 78
candy machines on
location, plus 2 trucks
servicing several




MONEY in your spare
time." Clip newspaper
articles. Get $1.00 to
$5.00 each. For details













ground. Write to P. 0.
BOW SOL Murray, KyrrS4':.;
11 Instructions
WILL TEACH piano and
organ. Qualified, ex-




10' x 12'. Five to seven
years old. Call 753-8216
after 5.
WANT TO BUY -
Female Boxer puppy.





Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale





ONE SCHWINN 5 speed
bike. One 20" bike. Also
would like to buy one or




















paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre rent








and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 418
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 ex-
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.



















and Service, 500 Maple









FOR SALE 1)6 Caterpiller
diesel. Looks good, runs
.... good and is good. Als' king
$4700. Call 901-642-4798.
19. Farm Equipment
NEW FORD TRACTORS .._
and equipment. Parts,
sales and service at A &
I Ford Supply, Inc, in
Paris on Highway 54 •




beds. A & I Ford Supply
on Highway 54 W in
Paris.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7483. -
•
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





boat. 40 h. p. Johnson
motor, trolling motor
with foot control and
trailer. $650. Call 753-
2361, aftez 5 : 30.
HOUSEBOAT FOR sale.
Needs work but has
possibilities. Unsink-
able. $695. Call 901-642-
4798.
Muscat
PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the








Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest




NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.







NOW is one of the best times to
spray under and around yoer
home, boss, spiders, all kinds ot
insects and pests are looking kir
a place to hibernate-rider your
home. l'ts warm, they me out al
the beti ',tatter, "Okhoe Mud
,ownerd & eporst•d








and one antique radio
and record player
combination, 78 rpm.
Call 753-8560 or 354-6392.
FORMICA TOPS, sink
cut outs, and odd pieces
Used doors, used tires,
fireplaCe screen, range
hoods, used glass tub..
enclosure. Roys Car- .
penter Shop, next to
Drive In.
RIDING LAWN MOWER




mower, dozer blade and
hydraulic for rear at-
tachments. Includes
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CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV-Radio
TRC-56 CB radio. $100.
Call 753-4331.
WALNUT CABINET
stereo. $175. Call 753-
6301.
MOTOROLA stereo
cabinet model. Call 753-
0060.
BASE •CB RADIO,
Midland 23 channel with
antenna, good condition.




condition. $100. Call 436-
2103.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1973- ATLANTIC, 65 x 12,
mobile home. TWO
bedrooms, all electric,
central air, and fur-
nished. Call 753-9447
after 5:30 p. m.
WE BUY used mobile
homes.- Top prices paid?
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer
within approximagely 2
blocks of University on
private lot Couples
only. No pets. $100
month. Call 753-4661.
MOBILE HOME for rent.
Almost new 3 bedroom











mobile home spaces for





basement at 4th and
Sycamore. Next to
Woods Florist. Call 522-
8469.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE 16 to 20
acres ,for four mares.
Near Murray. Call 753-
4627.
32 Apartments for Rent
FURNISHED APART-












34. Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath home 11/2* miles
from Murray. Couples
only. $175 month. $100
deposit. Call 753-9829.
HOUSE DIVIDED INTCF
a duplex. Call 753-4331.
TWO BEDROOM house,
air condition with stove
and refrigerator fur-
nished near Panorama
Shores. Couples only or
with one child. Call 436-
2266. •
THREE BEDROOM,
living room, - dining-
kitchen with built-ins,
washer dryer hookup,
large bath, carport. Call
489-2116 after 5 p. m.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
37 i.iestock Supplies
TWO SOWS AND 11 pigs
for sale. Call after 6, 753-
7654.
38 Pets Supplies
WANT TO _BUY -
Female Boxer puppy.




weeks old. Call 753-2378.
ALL BREED grooming.
AK C miniature
Schnauzers for sale. Call
435-4481.
ARC REGISTERED Tiny
Toy poodles. Male and
female. Call 753-0957.
IRISH SETTER puppy.
Six weeks old. Call 753-
9570.
40 Produce
TURNIPS - $3.50 bushel.
Greens - $1.50 bushel,
you pick. Sweet potatoes
- large $3.00 bushel.
Bakers - $2.00 bushel.




Saturday October 30, 8





Jim Adams Food Liners
PUBLIC NOTICE
A request has been received from Mrs. J.M. Marshall
by Murray Planning Commission to hold a public
hearing to rezone the property at 412 South 12%
Street from R-2 (Residential) to PO, (Professional Of-
fice). A public hearing will be held at Murray City Nall
on November 16, 1976 at 7 p. m. All interested parties
are invited to attend this meeting. W. A. Franklin,
Chairman, Murray Planning Commission Steve lea,





Vote Tuesday, Nov. 2






ONE ACRE LAND on
North 641, near Murray.
Call 753-8527.
FIVE LOTS in Florida for
sale or trade, East and
West. Call 753-0790 or
753-4124.
FOR ALL YOUR in-






your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.






beautiful new 3 bedroom
brick veneer house with
2 baths. Extra large
kitchen-family room.
Decorated by Interiors..




and air, all built-ins,
garage and city water.
On 2 acre lot. Price is




SHOP 32' x 44' on 1 acre




now has five full-time,
trained sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want
to be YOUR Real Estate
People.
THREE wEVAQ031
frame home 3 miles
West of Almo Heights,
on approximately 1
acre. Newly painted and
redecorated. Plenty of
outdoor storage and
good well. For more
details call ,753-80e0 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.













in entry hall, economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, garage,
patio, and lovely lan-
dscaping. For an ap-




46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - home and
20 acres, brick 4
bedroom, l'2 bath
house.. All electric built-
in oven and stove. 10
acres tillable, 10 acres
fenced for livestock, 2
stock barns, 2 large
ponds. Between Tr -City
and Lynn Grove. Priced




ping, 2 baths, family
room, 3 bedroom.






°COME ALONG, CHESTER. THAT
WATER ISN'T FIT FOR I-4UMANS.
-r
46. Homes For Sale
LIVABLE IN-
COMPLETE new 3
bedroom house, 3 miles
from Murray on private
road. Two large lots,
ideal for budget minded.
Willing to work under
$2 0,0 0 0. - Serious'*




shop building. On two-




located at 513 Beale.
Ideal for retired couple,
young family or rental
property. Shopping area
and new park within
walking distance.




and heat, carpet, all
built-ins on city water
and sewer. Upper 20's.
Will consider trading for
something valuable as.
down payment. Call 753-
3672.
BY OWNER, nice 3
bedroom home, den,
utility room, 2 out-
buildings, fruit trees,
garden spot, over 1 acre.
Two miles South of
Shopping Center on 641.
Call 753-0154.
BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with







shed, dairy barn, other
outbuildings. All under
woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd.
Price $100,000. Call 753- •
5618.
REDUCED 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home,
electric heat, on acre
lot. Good location near
fairgrounds. Phone 753-
6795.
BY OWNER - Brick
house on large corner lot





kitchen, gas central heat
and air. Close to school.
$39,500. See at 600 South
16th Street or call 753-
1515.





bedroom, I bath, about 5
years old. Located on




Call 753-7447 or 753-3226.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house witg carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 514 acres
i with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1 11 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
TWO 40' vans: Tandem
axle. $850 each. Call 753-
7656.
1968 FORD PICKUP. This
truck is nice and in A-1
condition and is low
mileatge. Also 1968 V.W.
in god condition. Call
day or night 436-5366.
1973 CHEVY SUBUR-
BAN, power- brakes:
steering, air, dean. Call
753-5532.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
JEEP 1969 CJ-5, good





ton truck, 16 ft flat
dump, twin hoist, 5
speed with stick 900-
20 llres. $2,650 Call
or see Carl Howard.
753-8300 or 753-990.
1974 AUDI FOX. Real
nice. Good rubber.
Stereo tape player:




Call 753-7699 after 6:00 p.
m.
1974 CHEVY PICKUP V-
8, air, automatic. $2,750.
Also 1971 Pinto, 4 speed,
$900. Call 753-9773.
1969 V. W. automatic,
radio, under 45,000
miles, priced below
average retail, Call 753-
1970 MALIBU 307 2
barrel, 2 speed
automatic. needs front
end, $350 Call 753-9599.
1971 LTD Brougham 4 dr. •
hard tol Double power




1970 V. W. RED. $700. Call
753-7774
1965 CHEVY TRUCK,
short s heel base, V-8
automatic Will sell with
or without topper. Call
436-23150r 753-4698.
1973 CHEVROLET
Impala, for sale or
trade. Four door.
Excellent t ,,ndition. Call
753-8124
1969 CHEVROLET














1971 PINTO. extra. nice.





1973 DATSUN 610 wagon.
48,000 nitle. dark blue
with white stripes. New
battery and tires. Air
and lots of extras. Good
condition $2200. Call
436-2401,.
1972 Che% rolet Im-
pala, 4 door Sedan,
green-green vinyl top
- 39,000 actual miles.





an it• nut M I
49. Used Cars & Trucks




II, blue on white, factory
air. degital _clock, AM-
FM tape, slotted wheels.
Call 753-8501 ask for
Hubon.
19'74 MAVERICK V-8,





Good work car. $250.
Call 753-8428.
,1973 CHEYENNE Super,
:Sb,or t wheel base pickup.
Exlra clean. 1975
Cheveotet Van black
with murals. 9,000 miles.
Call 753-0405 after 5 p.
m. 753-0695.
1974 PLYMOUTH FURY,
440 cu. in. engine. Powet4
steering and brakes. Aar
conditioned. Automatic.
$1300. Call 382-2334.
1966 BUICK with Wildcat
motor good body with
exception of back end.
hit in rear. Can be seen

























and roofs sealed. Call





bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and





ficienr service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
While, 753-0605.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding. and







home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing





doors, paver tile and











mirrors, and table tops.






all types of rock; white,
-deeorrative - and _wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p. m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.








design. Call 753-8560 or
354-6392.
K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and ap-












Class will rake leaves
and do odd jobs. Call 753-
2456 or 767-2605.anytime.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
WILL DO inside or out-












Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.












Call 753.5827 or 753-9618.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.












work needs call John









Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
I. W Lyons 474-2264.
FREE WH,and tan
medium sized
dog, six months old.
shots, loves children.
Call 753-2253 after 3 p.
01.





( Thi• alphabetized page 11111 run weekl - dip it from
the paper and ‘a r for hands reference)











General Bectric Customer Care.
We coo Is G.E. warranty Ser.
vim
Hwy 94 East
9 a m to 9 p m Tuts . Wed and
Mars 9 a m to IC p m Fri and




Prices start at $386.00.
Complete, floored,.
ready to ust--;
Large stock to choose

































































News.. iyarriee eate r sewer,
pewter 'end ,ceaerete reels and
es
753-5703
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Deaths and Funerals 'I
J. R. McNutt Dies
At Age Of 97 With
Funeral Tuesday
J. R. Richard McNutt, 97
year old resident of 1618 West
Olive Street, Murray, died
Sunday at 9:20 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Murray man was a
retired farmer and a retired
custodian at Murray State
University. He was a member
of the First Baptist Church
and r a member of the
Crusaders Sunday School
Class there. He had been able
to attend church until about
two years ago.
Mr. McNutt and his wife, the
former Alpha McGough, who
survives, were married
December 31, 1952, Born
November 24, 1878, in
Calloway County. he was the
son of the late John Nathanal
McNutt and Mary Ann
McCuiston McNutt.
Survivors are his wife,
Alpha; one daughter, Mrk
Jeffrey ( Angie) Howard, Tri
City; two sons, Troy McNutt,
Chatham, Ill., and Brent
' McNutt, Murray Route Four;
twelve grandchildren; thir-
teen great grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. • Bill
Whittaker and Bro. George T.
Moody officiating. Music will
be by Gus Robertson, Jr.,
soloist, and Mrs. Oneida
White, organist.
Active pallbearers will be
grandsons who are Gerald and
Johnny McNutt, Bobby Fain,
Howard J., Jeffrey Don, and
Kelvin Howard. Honorary
pallbearers will be members
of the Crusaders Sunday
School Class, Theron Riley,
teacher, and M. C. Garrott,
president.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery. Friends may
call,at the funeral home.
Funeral Held For
Mrs. Wanda Bopp
Funeral services for Mrs.
Wanda Irene Bopp of Route
One Puryear, - Tenn.; were'
held Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral.
Home, Paris, Tenn., with Rev.
Quince Gregson officiating.
Burial was in the Pleasant Hill
Cemetery. '
Mrs. Bopp, age 54, died
Friday at eight a. m. at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, after a long
illness. She was a longtime
resident of Detroit, Mich.,
before moving back here.
Born September 28, 1922, in
Henry County, she was the
daughter of the late John J.
nd Annie Lee Walters Bur-
nett-.She was a member of a
BaptistChurch.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Martha Jo n, Detroit,
Mich.; two sons, J' Bopp,
Detroit, Mich., and
Bopp, Paris, Tenn.; four
sisters, Mrs. Minnie Smothers
and Mrs. Edith Thompson,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Imogene
Ferguson, Puryear, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Eva Bradford,
Paducah; two grandchildren.
Mrs. Bopp was preceded in
death by two sisters, Mrs.
Estelle Thompson and Mrs.
Marie, Barley, and two





Clarence R. Green, father of
Mrs. Eugene (Priscilla)
Schanbacher of 1314 Farris
,Avenue, Murray, died Wed-
nesday at a hospital at
Cherokee, Okla. '
The deceased was 74 years
of age and a resident of
Cherokee, Okla. lie and his
wife, Doris, who survives, had
been married for, fifty-one
years.
Survivors are his wife,
Doris; four daughters, Mrs.
Shcanbacher, Murray, Mrs.
Olin (Patricia) Crowson and
Mrs. Cliff (Peggy) Robinson,
Puyllup, Wash., and Mrs.
Phyllis Means, Braman,
Okla.; two sons, Charles
Green, Seattle, Wash., and
Larry Green, Duncan, Okla.;
twelve grandchildren in-
cluding Lori and Greg
—Sabaalaaber of Murray.
Funeral and burial services





John Otis Butler of Hardin
Route One died Sunday at nine
p. m. at the Benton Municipal
Hospital. He was 63 years of
age.
The deceased was a former
resident of Calloway County
and a retired former. He was
born February 24, 1913, and
was the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. William Butler of
Calloway County.
Mr. Butler is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Bonnie Collie
Butler, and one daughter,
Mrs. Vada Mae Henderson,
Hardin Route One; two sons,
Ottis Lee Butler, Hardin
Route One, and Earl Eugene
Butler, Benton Route Four;
four brothers, Floyd and Troy
Butler, Almo Route One, Roy
Butler, Alton, Ill., and Carmon
Butler, Murray Route Two;
half sister, Mrs. Gracie Lee
Phillips, Alton, Ill.; eleven
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at one p. m. at
the chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating.
Burial will be in the Unity
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today ( Monday).
 ; cocID.' JOON AakeZ
Pr ces of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First ;f Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows,
Heublein Inc 43I -3/4
McDonald& Corp. 33/4 +3/4
Ponderosa Systems 63/4 +3/4
Kimberly Clark ........ 3831 unc
Union Carbide ....... 60.4
W. R. Grace 273/4
Texaco 273/4 unc
General Elec 933/4 unc
GAF Corp 113/4 u^c
Georgia Pacific 363/4 +
Pfizer 293/4 -3/4
Jim Walters 363/4 -'11
Kirsch 151/4 unc
Disney: . ....::.- 45'r :3/4
Franklin Mint 273/4 -3/4
Prices of storks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows,
Indus. Av.  -1.91
Airco 201/4 -1/4
Am. Motors 3/4
Ashland Oil ... ... . . 273/4 -44
AT&T 61's +
Ford Motor .......... 57k. +3/4
GAF 113/4 unc
... Gen. Dxnaroicti. 
Gen. Motors 74 +3/4
Gen. llre 23/4 + 3/4
Goodrich 24 unc
Gulf Oil . . . ........ 27 +3/4
Pennwalt 31 +
Quaker Oats .........  243/ -tea
Republic Steel . 33/4 +3/4
Singer Mfg
Tappan
Western Union  





CANDIbATE VISITS MURRAY — Bill Howerion, can-
didate for judge of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, ,
visited Murray on a campaign trip jecently. With him is
Leonard Vaughn, of Murray.
Staff PhOto by David Hill
Leaders In State
Predicting Wins
By The Associated Press
The last weekend of the
political campaign in Ken-
tucky has ended with
Democrats predicting a large
margin of victory for Jimmy
Carter and Republicans
forecasting a narrow win for
President Ford.
At a news conference in
Louisville Sunday, former
Sen. Thruston Morton, a
Republican, said that Ford
stood to benefit most by a
large -turnout in the 5th
Congressional District and




Cooper, said at the same
session, "I think the races in
Kentucky are traditionally
close, particularly when
Republicans win, but there's
no enthusiasm for this man,
Mr. Carter, not even among
his leaders."
Dale Sights, Carter's state
campaign chairman, said the
former Georgia governor will
capture Kentucky's nine
electoral -votes-"by- a -sub-
stantial figure."
Sights' Republican coun-
terpart, Hal Rogers, predicted
that Ford will "win by a
narrow margin."
Sights and Rogers, who
appeared together on a
WHAS-TV program, also
clashed on where their can-
didates stand on gun control,




led by Gov. Julian Carroll and
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, held
a rally in Paducah, the
governor's home town.
Carroll warned the crowd of
about 1,000 that if Ford is
elected on Tuesday, he could
become the second president
to resign from U. S. power
Carroll referred to tapes
recorded during the ad-
ministration -of former
President Nixon that may
shed light on allegations that
Ford, as a congressman,
helped participate in the
Watergate coverup. .
Judy Carter, one of Carter's
daughters-in-law, visited
Paducah and Henderson on
Saturday, telling reporters
that Carter will win regar-
-dless of opinion poll results.
William Dyke, vice
presidential candidate of the
American-Independent party,
campaigned in Louisville,
where he said he was
"realistic" about his ticket's
chances of winning. His
party's presidential candidate
is former Georgia Gov. Lester
Maddox.
Candidates In Michigan. .--.
television networks tonight for final
appeals to an electorate which pollsters
continue to find closely divided with
many undecided voters.
The final Gallup Poll, released
Sunday night, gave Ford 47 per cent,
Carter 46 per cent, others 3 per cent and
4 per cent undecided. It was the first
time since March that Ford had led
Carter in a national poll, though the
difference is so small that it has no
statistical import.
Harris, whose latest poll showed
Carter with a 45-44 lead, said he plans to
continue polling through Tuesday. "The
vote is so close and so soft, you have to
go right down to the wire," he said.
A New York Times-CBS poll,
released Sunday, also gave Carter a
slight edge but his margin was less than
the 2.5 point margin of error. The
Harris poll found 7 per cent still' un-
decided; the Times-CBS survey put the
figure at 10 per cent.
The paths followed by the candidates
during the final days of the campaign
reflected their own views of where the
undecided votes are.
Both campaigned in New York with
41 electoral votes and California with
45, as well as in Ohio with 25, Texas, 26,
Pennsylvania, 27, and Illinois, 26.
More than the White House is at stake
in Tuesday's election.
Voters also will choose 33 senators
and 435 House members, as well as 14
governors and thousands of state
legislators and local officials.
The Republicans are given no chance
of overturning Democratic control of
the House and Senate. Thus, if Carter
wins, the Democrats will be back in
control of the two elected branches of
the federal government for the first
time since Richard M. Nixon raptured
the White House for the Republicans in
1968.
No one could be certain what factors
might be decisive ones in the
presidential contest.
The presence of former Sen. Eugene
McCarthy of Minnesota in the race as
an independent candidate appeared
likely to drain normally Democratic
votes from Carter in some states.
Ford has warned audiences in all
parts of the country that Carter would
raise taxes for middle income families
and would press for bigger and bigger
federal budgets.
Carter has said his plans for changes
in tax laws are designed only to
eliminate provisions that enable the
wealthy to avoid payment of taxes on
large amounts of income. The
Democratic candidate has said he has
no intention of asking for a tax increase
for middle-income wage earners.
Abortion was an an issue early in the
campaign when first Carter and then
Ford met with Catholic bishops. Both
men have said they oppose abortion and
the use of federal funds to pay for
abortions.
But Ford said he would support a
constitutional amendment that would
permit states to determine whether
abortions should be legal. Carter op-
posed any constitutional amendment on
the abortion question.
The abortion issue might help Ford in
some normally Democratic urban
areas with large Catholic populations.
But the President's slip in his foreign
policy debate with Carter when Ford
said "there is no Soviet domination of
Eastern Europe" may have lost' him
votes in the same areas.
Post-television debate surveys by
The Associated Press gave Ford a
narrow edge in the first debate, Carter
an equally slim margin in the second
and found the third a virtual tie.
The factor that may have the biggest
bearing on the outcome on Tuesday is
the number of Americans who vote.
Carter stressed to every audience,
the importance of voting. "Evey vote
counts," he told a rally in San Fran-
cisco and went on to note the narrow
margins by which John F. Kennedy
won in 1960 and Richard Nixon
prevailed in 1968.
Conventional political wisdom has it
that Republicans are more likely to
make a point of voting than Democrats
and therefore, small turnouts tends to
benefit GOP candidates.
Prepaid Insurance Gaining
Popularity Across The Nation
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
A growing number of
Americans are signing up for
prepaid legal insurance, and
the number of plans is ex-
pected to increase sharply
next year, thanks to a
provision in the recently
passed tax bill.
The programs are designed
to provide legal services to
middle-income Americans
who do not qualify for public
defender plans and cannot
afford expensive lawyers'
fees. "
There are two basic types of
group legal arrangements —
those providing a minimum of
service, such as advice and
consultation and those of-
fering substantial benefits in
both civil and criminal cases.
--Among ..the states where
legal plans have been






Gov. Carter To Seek Action To
Guarantee Admission To Church
PLAINS, Ga. (AP) --
Jimmy Carter, whose Baptist
Church canceled services
rather than admit four blacks,
says he will "seek church
action" to guarantee that
"those who share our religious
faith" are allowed to worship
there.
-The confrontation outside
the Plains Baptist Church on
Sunday, jUst,two days before
the electioIl
-allegations that Ui ,incident
was staged in an atteituak to
embarrass the Democrat
presidential nominee.
But the Rev. Clennon King,
a 60-year-old black minister
and political activist who once
sought the presidency through
the Republican and Afro-
American parties, denied that
politiCal motives caused him
and three other blacks to seek
entrance to the church.
The church's pastor, the
Rev. Bruce Edwards, blamed
the incident on "Republican
polities," and he said, "I am
sure it is an attempt by
enemies of Gov. Carter to
sabotage his campaign."
Spokesmen for President
Ford denied any involvement
in the incident, but they used it
as' an occasion for criticizing
Carter.
Meanwhile, the church
deacons, who had decided to
enforce a 1965 resolution
excluding "Negroes or other
civil rights activists," voted
Sunday to recommend that the
. Rev. Mr. Edwards be fired, a
published report said today.
The pastor, ,,who said he
disagreed with the resolution,
haa told reporters at a news
conference earlier in the day
that the phrasing of it bawled
"nigger § and ciVil rights
activists" from joining the
church.
The deacons were upset
because the quote had been
pilblicized throughout the
nation, the Atlanta Con-
stitution reported. The
pewspaper said the move to
fire the pastor would be made
at a church prayer meeting
Wednesday.
The Rev. Mr. Edwards was
not immediately available. for
comment on the report.
• Carter and his family have
expressed opposition to the
1965 resolution, which reads,
according to a typewritten
copy the deacons gave to
reporters:
"The ushers refuse to admit
an Negroes or other civil
rights agitators to all worship
services in church."
Carter's mo , Lillian
-There is no timing at all. God
times it. I don't know why God
timed it this way."
The deacons' decision was
kept secret until during
Sunday school. The Rev. Mr.
Edwards said that during the
deacons' meeting on Tuesday,
he had brought to their at-
tention the possible effect
their decision could have on
voters.
Carter, hearing of the
church closing on the cam-
paign trail in Texas, told
reporters: _.-
-The only thing I know is
that our church for many
years has accepted any
worshipers who came there,
Carter, said I. in and-my own deep belief is that
Washington, D.C., tha anyone who lives in our
had invited blacks to worship...-'cortirnunity and who wants to
in the church "and given them be a--metnbeit of our church,
a seat on the front row.- She regarçl1 of raee, ought to be
said she wished they could admitted. An know that thebecome members, pastor agrees wit e "
When the Rev. Mr. King — Later, while en routeto Sanno relation to the late Dr. Francisco, Carter said in
Martin Luther King — showed formal statement:
up with his cOmpanions at the "For several years, the
church on Sunday, the Rev. Plains Baptist Church hasMr. Ed4ards told him that admitted worshipers with(,ut
"There will be no services discrimination. I will seektoday." church action to continueThe Rev. Mr. Edwards said worship opportunities and alsothe board of deacons voted offer membership to thoseTuesday night, 24 hours after who live in our communitythe Rev. Mr. King applied for' and who share our religiousmembership, to enforce the faith."
1965 resolution: He said the; William I. Greener Jr., chieflater decided to cancel wor- spokesman of the Presidentship services Sunday to avoid Ford Committee, said inpossible trouble. Washington, D.C., "Obviously -
"I felt thatunder the we were riot involved and haveextreme tension we would be no further comment.'
under, it would be impossible Peter Teeley, deputy pressfor us to worship," the Rev, spokesman for the FordMr. Edwards said, committee, said, "If nothingThe Re Mr. King who else, it shows up some of themakes his .home in .Albany' inconsistencies about Carter'sGa., about 30 miles from beliefs on civil rights andPlaius,said he would "return to
the church next week. In Atlanta, Rep. Andrew
He denied his move was Young, Georgia's only black
politically inspired, Awing: congressman and a.. Carter
• supporter, said the incident
might actually win Carter
votes among black
Americans.
"If it was an attempt ( to
siphon votes away from
Carter), it's almost certain to
backfire," Young said.
The Rev. Mr. King, pastor of
the nondenominational Divine
Mission in Albany, supported
a "back to Africa" movement
for skilled blacks in the late
1950s. He sought the
presidency in 1960 on the Afro-
American party ticket and in
1962 sought political asylum in
Jamaica because of what he
termed "insidious per-
secution" in the United States.
Jamaican officials rejected
him.
In 1971, he announced in
Concord, N.H., that he would
enter that state's Republican
presidential primary. Records
show he never did.
In 1970, when Carter sought
the Democratic nomination
governor in Georgia, the
Rev. r. King ran for the
RepublitaJ gubernatorial
nomination as. a write-in
candidate.
This year, he was efated
simultaneously in the Anast
primaries for the Georgia
legislature, Dougherty County
Commission and Albany City
Commission.
He was arrested in 1966 and
spent Ifour years in California
prisons for failure to pay child
support for his six children.
The state Supreme Court later
overturned the law under
which he was jailed.
The Atlanta Constitution
said in today's editions that
the Rev, Mr. King had spent
two weeks in the Mississippi
State Mental Hospital in 1958
after trying to gain admission
to --*.me then-segregated
University of Mic. • nippi at
Oxford.
Most of the comprehensive
plans are linked to labor
unions and have been set up as
a result of collective
bargaining agreements.
Philip J. Murphy, a California
attorney, said there are about
125 or 150 such plans across
the country.
Murphy, who is the
American Bar Association
expert on prepaid legal plans,
said that between 1.5 and 2
million persons, including
union members and their
dependents, are covered by
the programs.
Until now, there was a
question as to whether em-
ployers' contributions to legal
plans and the value of any
legal services received under
the plans were considered
income for the individual.
If the Internal Revenue
Service decided that this
money should be reported as
income, it would be taxable.
That would have meant that a
participant in a legal in-
surance plan who received
services for which a lawyer
normally would have charged
$3,000, would have been
required to report the $3,000 as
income and pay tax on it. He
Crosby To Give
Benefit Concert
LAS VEGAS, Nev. ( AP) —
Crozier Bing Crosby is giving
a benefit concert in this
glittering gambling town — to
help a priest move his
congregation out of a saloon.
Crosby, 71, who played a
priest in several films, will
perform without fee on Nov. 26
to raise money for con-
struction of the Holy Family
Catholic Church, producer Bill
Loeb announced Wednesday.
"He's even going to buy his
own plane ticket," Loeb said.
"He wants the church built....
He wants to be part of it."
Crosby and his family, who
live in Hillsborough, a suburb
south of San .Francisco, will
fly here to entertain what
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November 1,1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 889 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts 3/4 lower Sows steady .50 higher
U51-2 100-230 lbs. $311541.50
US 1-3 200-2A0 lbs. $30.7541.29
US 2-4 240480 lbs.  29.75-30.75
US 3-4 260-180 lbs----------$267549.15
Sows
US 1-2 270450 lbs $23.00-24.00
US 1-3260-450 lbs 623.00-24.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. $24 .0D-24 .50





Baby Toy Tidwell ( mother
Jana) Rt. 7, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jennifer K. McGuire,
544 E. Washington, Paris, Tn.,
Michael Lassiter, Rt. 1-Box 36,
Almo, Mrs. Anna J. Requarth,
1107 Main, Murray, Miss G.
Lanell Richardson, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Mable J.
Rogers, 1639 Farmer Ave.,
ray, Mrs. Vila - L.
Mc r, 123 Gordon St.,
Murray, Ohjd D. Burkeen,
Almo, Rodney . urkeen, Rt.
1, Dexter, Mrs. Bo J. Hale
and Baby Girl, Rt.
Murray, Ms. Debbie L.
Brooks, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Violet J. Wilderson, Cottage
Grove, Tn., Mrs.-Shirley A.
Martin, P. 0. Box 122, Hazel,
Mrs. Mable Yearry, Rt. 5-Box
446A, Murray, Mrs. John M.
McCuiston, R. 2, Puryear,
Tn., Mrs. Madie A. Salmon,
Hazel, Mrs. Rena ( Pearlie
.Kirik.09.Joiaillo,Jiantaa, Mrs.
Pearl E. Brandon, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs Dottie S. Garner,
Gen. Del.,
Loeb hopes wilt' be a sellout
crowd of 7,500 at the new
Alladin Theater of the Per-
forming Arts.
The pastor of the church,
Father Ben Franzinelli, said
he was "most grateful" for the
Crosby benefit, "and those
words don't seem to express
my personal feelings."
Father Franzinelli now
holds five services each
Sunday in a local country and
western saloon. He received
some help from the MGM
Grand Hotel, a resort on the
famous "Ship" which donated
theatrical props to hide the
bar during services.
"What we want to do is get
the Holy Family out of the
saloon," said Father Fran-
zinelli.
He said the new church will
cost an estimated $750,000,  
and that plans call for com-
pletion by the end of 1977. Loeb
said the concert should raise
at least 875,000.
Crosby, who has sold more
than 400 million records —
more than any other singer —
has been semi-retired in
recent years, performing
mostly for charity and usually
with his wife, Kathryn, and
their three children. He plans
four benefit concerts in New
York City in December. 1
also would have been required
to pay 'tax on his employers'
contribution to the plan.
The legal insurance plans
vary from area to area. Some
plans limit participants to a
small group of lawyers;
others allow individuals to
choose their own lawyer, who
then bills the program, much
in the way a doctor or a
hospital bills a health in-
surance plan.
Statistics on the legal plans
are difficult to find since the
programs are relatively new.
The oldest prepaid plan still
operating, involving laborers
in Shreveport, La., did not
start until 1971.
Murphy said the number of
union members using legal
services in Shreveport"
doubled after the insurance
plan went into effect. He said
about_15 to 20 per cent. of thOse
covered by most collectively
5argained plans use some
legal service during the year.
The amount of coverage
provided varies from plan to
plan and ranges up into the
thousands of dollars. In
Shreveport, for example, the
insurance plan provides up to
;1,685 per year for legal ex-
penses.
A plan sponsored by labor
unions and the construction
industry in Alaska collects 13
cents an hour from an
estimated 4,000 members. In
exchange, participants get up
to $7,500 worth of legal ser-
vices per year for each
covered family member. As in
most legal insurance plans,
contingent fee cases — where
a lawyer takes a case with his
fee depending on if and what
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THINK ABOUT IT!_
By KENNETH IMES
In the presidential election of 1948, about half the
people eligible to vote went to the polls... By and large,
our voting record compared with other countries has
been and is a national disgrace... Great Britain shows
almost 80 per cent.. . France 77 . . . Italy 94-777-Begium
85. .. Netherlands 94. .. Norway 78. .. Denmark 80...
West Germany 88 - with Little Luxembourg as high as
97 per cent... If we have as much as 60 to 65 per cent, it
is considered good.
The ballot box is the best instrument to attack the
lezns of our time; the best way to improve the
calib candidates; the best way to legislate and
clarify Actually, our greatest single right as in
dividuals .is t to vote. Should that right lx
refused or taken a we would have anarchy at its
worst. . . Yet, through ears, we disrespect that
right through apathy, ce, inertia and even
horAlom. Why? Can you explain it .
,
1.. J. H. Churchill Funeral Hanle '
201 $molt 3rd.
753-2411.
-.a.
